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ABSTRACT:
The rise of crowdsourced mapping data is well documented and attempts to integrate such information within existing or potential
NSDIs [National Spatial Data Infrastructures] are increasingly being examined. The results of these experiments, however, have been
mixed and have left many researchers uncertain and unclear of the benefits of integration and of solutions to problems of use for such
combined and potentially synergistic mapping tools. This paper reviews the development of the crowdsource mapping movement and
discusses the applications that have been developed and some of the successes achieved thus far. It also describes the problems of
integration and ways of estimating success, based partly on a number of on-going studies at the University of Nottingham that look at
different aspects of the integration problem: iterative improvement of crowdsource data quality, comparison between crowdsourced
data and prior knowledge and models, development of trust in such data, and the alignment of variant ontologies. Questions of
quality arise, particularly when crowdsource data are combined with pre-existing NSDI data. The latter is usually stable, meets
international standards and often provides national coverage for use at a variety of scales. The former is often partial, without defined
quality standards, patchy in coverage, but frequently addresses themes very important to some grass roots group and often to society
as a whole. This group might be of regional, national, or international importance that needs a mapping facility to express its views,
and therefore should combine with local NSDI initiatives to provide valid mapping. Will both groups use ISO (International
Organisation for Standardisation) and OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium) standards? Or might some extension or relaxation be
required to accommodate the mostly less rigorous crowdsourced data? So, can crowdsourced data ever be safely and successfully
merged into an NSDI? Should it be simply a separate mapping layer? Is full integration possible providing quality standards are fully
met, and methods of defining levels of quality agreed? Frequently crowdsourced data sets are anarchic in composition, and based on
new and sometimes unproved technologies. Can an NSDI exhibit the necessary flexibility and speed to deal with such rapid
technological and societal change?

1.

THE RISE OF CROWDSOURCING AND VGI
as they wish – probably for thematic purposes of their own.
Contributed information may be provided voluntarily, but what
happens to it is up to the organisation to which it was given.
The contributor has either no or very minimal rights to it
thereafter. The OpenStreetMap (OSM) ethos, as will be
considered later, is that of entirely VGI, whereas other
activities, such as donation of information to the Google
mapping suites, tend to be CGI. Everybody can use the final
products of both, but CGI donations are not necessarily
reciprocal.

It was probably Howe who in 2006 first coined the term
“crowdsourcing” (Howe, 2008), and assigned it to the discovery
and use of data by citizens for themselves and by themselves.
From the start this included both locational, spatial and thematic
information. The expansion of the geospatial database was
largely made possible by the rapid growth of the use of personal
GPS systems. As a geoscientist I tend to think of crowdsourcing
as being inherently concerned with locational data, but it is
worth noting that Howe said crowdsourcing could be
categorised as:
the act of a company or institution taking a function once
performed by employees and outsourcing to an undefined
(and generally large) network of people in the form of an
open call . . . (Howe, wired.com)
which contains no spatial concept as a main theme.

Anderson (2007) had “six big ideas” in his prophetic Techwatch
report to the UK JISC that have been cited by many authors
(Anand et al, 2010; Boulos , 2011). The first was that of
individual production and user generated content – now more
known usually as VGI, following Goodchild (2008), or CGI,
where constraints on use exist. The next was harnessing the
power of the crowd – now commonly termed crowdsourcing.
He envisioned the use of data on an epic scale, which is
certainly now the case. Two more ideas were network effects
and the architecture of participation generated by the web,
together providing a synergistic use and increase in value, both
in economic and cultural terms. Last, but by no means least,
Anderson stressed the need for openness, to maintain access and
rights to digital content. Fortunately the web has always had a
strong tradition of openness, if not anarchy, and so the
introduction of open sourcing and standards and free use and
reuse of data has become a mainstay of much technological,
community, and cultural development. Boulos (2011) considers
that using the web to bring together the instinct and abilities of
experts, the wisdom implicit in crowdsourced material, and the

The crowdsource idea has spread since 2006 and multiplied to
involve people everywhere, but has raised some disquiet
amongst established agencies that previously were considered
by themselves, and frequently everyone, not only to “own” the
field of activity – such as topographic survey – but also to have
developed excellent standards and practices. Many
organisations considered that crowdsourcing newbies would be
acting haphazardly at best, and erroneously at worst.
An important distinction has arisen since Howe’s statement: that
between volunteered and contributed information – VGI or CGI
(Harvey, 2013). Many people volunteer information to groups
or institutions in the hope and expectation of getting it back,
possibly enhanced by other voluntary additions or edits, to use
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power of com
mputer analysis results
r
in the sy
ynergism envissioned
by Anderson.

mation may nott necessarily bee either overtlyy
Colleection of inform
volun
ntary or contrib
butory.

Best Things in Life Free?
1.1 Are the B

1.2 Open Source Data Linkagees

weave a tangledd web once we plunge into thee
Of course we w
legal situationn on crowd sourrced data of any
y kind. This helpps
Google have succh a thoroughly
y stated CGI
explain why G
agreement (htttp://www.googlle.com/intl/en/p
policies/terms/, Your
Content in ourr Services). Indeed when it com
mes to free softw
tware
or data much hhair splitting is necessary to diistinguish
successfully between the diffferent meaningss of “free” in
different conteexts. Wikipaediia puts it nicely by dividing freee
into gratis andd libre: for zero price say gratiis, but for with llittle
or no restrictioon, libre.
“The ambigguity of the Engglish word free can
c cause issuees
where the ddistinction is impportant, as it offten is in dealing
ng
with laws cooncerning the use
u of information”
(http://en.wiikipedia.org/wiiki/Gratis_versu
us_libre)
Richard Stalllman, quoted in the wikip
pedia entry aabove,
summarised thhe difference inn a slogan: "Th
hink free, as inn free
speech, not freee beer." This principle
p
appearrs to apply equaally to
spatial data annd open source software as mu
uch as to speecch and
beer!

Figure
F
1: Early starting situatioon in 2007. Few
w links exist
between daata sets.
Crow
wdsourcing relies on the internnet for its organ
nisation, accesss
to so
oftware servicees, general com
mmunications, search ability,,
and thematic
t
ideas. As the internet
et has grown, so
o have linkagess
betw
ween different data providders. This haas forced thee
deveelopment of a semantic w
web that can communicatee
mean
ningfully betweeen its parts: oone repository can
c understandd
anoth
her’s terminolo
ogy. Hahmannn et al (2010)) describe thiss
linking process and
d have widely ppublicised Richard Cyganiak’ss
LOD
D (linking-Open
n-Data) cloud ddiagrams, show
wn in Figures 1
and 2. See http:///richard.cyganiaak.de/2007/10//lod/ for moree
detaiils and the curreent state.

VGI and CGI data are also suubject to the law of the land. IIn the
US there has bbeen a recent Supreme
S
Court ruling against using
advancing techhnology, such as private cell phone trackingg, and
then to collecct, store, and analyse
a
the results (Liptak, 2011,
Crump, 2012)). In Germanyy in 2010 a Green
G
Party meember
accessed com
mpany records and found th
hat his phonee had
provided 35,8331 individual loocational and in
nformational reecords
in a seven monnth period.

Figuure 2: The situattion in 2011 shoowing great inccrease in both links and compleexity.
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Only
y the last 3 mon
nth’s data for 22005, and the first
f
11 monthss
for 2012
2
are given. This is each yyear’s added sites, not totals..
By Nov
N 2012 therre were 7,920 APIs, of which 2,635 weree
related to at least so
ome element off mapping; this was an overalll
rise of
o 292 APIs over the previous month.

mall is
Circle size foor each data sitte indicates content: very sm
<10K, and veery large >1B items.
i
Width of
o link betweenn sites
varies from thhin at <1K linkss between a pair of datasets to thick
indicating >1000K links.
The technologgies used to provide
p
the lin
nks are URIs – the
Uniform Ressource Identifi
fier, containing
g URLs (Unniform
Resource Loccator), URNs (Uniform
(
Reso
ource Name), H
HTTP
protocols for rretrieving resouurces, and morre recently, the RDF
(Resource Deescription Fram
mework), provid
de a generic ggraphbased data moodel for describbing things and
d their relationnships
(Bizer et al, 20009). Linked Data,
D
as in Figurre 2, might be s aid to
be a representaation of what many
m
would calll the Semantic Web.
Tim Berners-L
Lee, inventor of
o the Web and
d the person creedited
with coining bboth the term Semantic
S
Web and
a Linked Datta has
frequently desscribed Linked Data as "the Semantic
S
Web done
right".

The acceleration off all forms of AP
API has been con
nsiderable overr
the last few years, and
a particularlyy mapping sitess, as users havee
starteed to realise thee potential beneefits to themsellves and others..
Batty
y et al (2010) have
h
suggestedd a categorisation of mashupss
into: backcloth mapping
m
usingg a basic po
ortal such ass
mplified by Go
oogle Maps annd MyMaps; more complexx
exem
appliications built using the datta facilities an
nd applicationss
sittin
ng on the platfo
orm; the ability to add data to mapping usingg
secon
ndary softwaree, such as wiith GMapCreator or Googlee
MapMaker, and finally portals that
at allow users to
o create contentt
g basic softwaree, such as OSM
M crowdsourced
d mapping.
using

1.3 Growth oof VGI Web Mapping
M
and Mashups
M
2.
It is quite instrructive to look at the growth of
o APIs (Appliccation
Programming Interfaces) foound on the Web
W in the lastt few
years. Figure 3 is taken froom the “Progrrammable Webb” (at
mmableweb.com
m/apis) and shows the grow
wth in
www.program
“mashups” – using data from
m institutional sources mixedd with
thematic data generated by VGI,
V
or from oth
her data reposittories.
ws growth in the
t 3 months uup to
The pink shaaded area show
August 2012.

CROWD
DSOURCING GEOSPATIA
AL DATA

In 20
009 there were many countriees collecting an
nd editing theirr
own data. Figure 5, taken from Cooleman et al (20
009), shows thee
d by Colemann
widee global spreaad. The questtion addressed
conccerns the motivaation of these vo
volunteer produccers.

Figu
ure 5: Countriess using Google MapMaker to collect
c
and edit
their data in 2009. From
m Coleman, 20
009.
The development of
o Wikipaedia aand the FOSS (Free or Openn
Sourrce Software) communities m
may act as a guide to thee
reaso
ons. He suggeests in line wiith Wikipaediaa research thatt
altru
uism, profession
nal/personal intterest, intellectu
ual stimulation,,
proteection or enhaancement of ann investment, social reward,,
enhaanced personal reputation, creeative outlet, and
a a probablee
pridee in local comm
munity. There arre, of course, negative
n
aspectss
as well:
w
mischief, agenda drivenn individuals, and
a those withh
malice or criminal intent. These latter individu
uals are, we alll
hopee, not as well orrganised and peerhaps considerably outclassedd
by so
ome of the mosst successful altr
truistic VGI exaamples, such ass
OSM
M. But the prob
blems resultingg from malicio
ous or criminall
inten
nt require serio
ous checking off all data donaated as VGI orr
CGI before acceptan
nce into any peermanent archiv
ve.

Figuree 3: Growth in APIs
A
over the laast four years

Figuree 4: New mappiing API growth
h 2005-2012.
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2.1 Why make VGI Maps?
According to Starbird (2012), “Crowdsourcing, in its broadest
sense, involves leveraging the capabilities of a connected crowd
to complete work.” OSM is probably the best mapping example,
though there are many to choose from, particularly if the
process of gathering the data and filtering it is considered a
prime function in the process, such as the use of Twitter to
gather data, followed by collaborative filtering to identify local
Twitterers who are providing raw data during active
catastrophes (Starbird et al, 2012).

The map making process is in essence simple and
straightforward. Volunteers take a GPS on their journey, record
their tracks and any extra information with notebooks, cameras
etc (see http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Main_Page), return
home to download all the information, upload it to the data base
and edit the result. Since 2006 Yahoo, and more recently some
national mapping providers, have allowed OSM to use their
imagery to help create the OSM map. A good example is the
Baghdad City plan in Figure 8 generated in OSM, using
imagery, online drafting, and ground truth checks by local
volunteers.

OSM (see on-going project in Figures 6 and 7) is venerable by
web standards. Formed in 2004 by Steve Coast it now has over
200,000 members and was created to be free as in “beer” and
relies on crowdsourced data and editing, much like Wikipedia.
How well has it performed in the last 8 years? This will be a
consideration of a later section of this paper.

Figure 8: Baghdad City, using OSM, mapped remotely by
volunteers, from imagery, with ground checks.
Apart from OSM most of the impetus for mapping has come
from individuals or groups desiring thematic content, rather
than desiring to be ground surveyors. This explains why basic
mashup sites have been so popular, where base mapping is
provided, and the group generates the thematic coverage.
Academic researchers have also been busy using mashups to
display group activity such as Twitter messages, and other
internet measurable phenomena.

Figure 6: The OSM “no-name” project.
The no-name project was active on the OSM web site in
November 2012, where users were invited to help with known
problems – in this case unlabelled route names in Europe. The
apparent density of no-name routes rather over-emphasises the
scale of the problem.

Twitter messages have been mapped successfully by some VGI
enthusiasts. Figure 9 shows one of these maps for central
London. Volunteers can get up to almost anything. A recent
example is the London Twitter Language Map in Figure 9,
generated by UCL CASA from an analysis of tweets for about
six months between March and August 2012 (see at
http://mappinglondon.co.uk/2012/11/02/londons-twittertongues/). English accounted for 92.5 per cent of the tweets,
with Spanish the second most common language, followed by
French, Turkish, Arabic and Portuguese.

Figure 7: An enlarged section from Figure 6, from the Melton
Mowbray area of the UK, shows the true situation .
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Figure 11: Bro
oadband access speeds. An exaample of a
politiically active SIG
G at work using
g
an online queestionnaire.

witter Languagee Map of Londo
on. Languages uused
Figure 9: Tw
are shown in ccolours for the period
p
from Maarch to August 22012.
Every tweeet analysed, witth over 3 millio
on in English (nnot
displayed). Data annd map from UC
CL CASA.

The train map is also
a
an examplle of a special interest groupp
(SIG
G) that has its own
o
motivationns for VGI map
pping. Anotherr
exam
mple of a SIG would
w
be a grouup with an actio
on agenda suchh
as brroadband accessibility in a parrticular part of the UK. In thiss
instaance the site ww
ww.surveymapp
pper.com was used
u
to conductt
an in
nternet survey – only to those who wanted to
o respond, so a
bit self-selecting.
s
Over
O
one montth 13,000 entries were madee
and as
a a result a maap of East Angllia emerged sho
owing actual ass
oppo
osed to the theoretically aachieved conn
nection speedss
according to ISPs. Oddly, some reesponders lived
d in other partss
of th
he UK – hence the patchy dettail in other parrts of the UK and were obviouslly unhappy abbout their interrnet access! A
s
startedd to go global before thee
locallly intended survey
term
mination date, indicating
i
perhhaps a public expression off
interrest and concern
n in the broadbaand speed issuee.

T
tweets ((blue)
This map indiicates that in thhe north, more Turkish
appear, Arabicc tweets (green)) are found mosstly around Edggware
Road and pocckets of Russiann tweets (pink)) in central Lon
ondon.
French languaage tweets (redd) are surprisin
ng as they occcur in
South
high density pockets aroundd the centre raather than in S
ncais, a French High
Kensington - an area with thhe Institut Fran
School and thhe French Embbassy. The maap demonstratees the
speed with whhich analysis off the data can be
b performed annd the
finished maps put online. Thhere remains thee extremely rellevant
ocial network ddata is
question of whhether access too this type of so
considered leggitimate, or indeeed should be regulated,
r
in vieew of
the legal casess referred to earrlier in the USA
A.

asters
2.2 Mapping Disa
haps the most publicised and hhelpful results of
o VGI activityy
Perh
havee been found in
i the area off disaster response mapping..
Disaasters happen an
nywhere, quickkly, and often in
n areas withoutt
sufficient or adequ
uate mapping too enable efficient rescue andd
repaiir to be undertaken. There haas been consideerable researchh
into the VGI mash
hups and full m
mapping sites that
t
have beenn
geneerated (Liu et al, 2010; Barringgton et al, 2011)). Many groupss
havee been formed specifically too attempt to handle
h
disasterr
relief, for instance choosing rathher blindly ou
ut of a cast off
dreds: Patrick Meier’s
M
Ushahiidi at www.ush
hahidi.com thatt
hund
coveers many global projects; thhe GEOCAN Consortium att
http://www.tomnod
d.com/geocan/, conceived by
b
ImageCat,,
main
nly concerned with relief fr
from the effeccts of seismicc
activ
vity; and of co
ourse many, m
many groups using
u
OSM, orr
Goog
gle, or anotheer of the mappping sites. Some
S
of thesee
activ
vities are very detailed.
d

Figure 10: Excerpt of the real-time
r
Tube map by Mattheew
Somervillle (Nov 2012).
c
of nearr realAnother aim oof the VGI movvement is the creation
time maps of various phenoomena to show changes over time.
M
Somervville’s
One of the moost urbane of thhese must be Matthew
map showingg Tube trainss moving thrrough the Loondon
underground
railway
n
network
(see
it
live
at
http://traintimees.org.uk/map/ttube/). A yello
ow pin in Figuure 10
shows the preesent location of
o every sched
duled train and a red
Underground symbol for evvery station. Th
he entire appliccation
Day in
took only a feew hours to devvelop during Science Hack D
June 2010, heeld at Kings Pllace, using Tran
nsport for Lonndon’s
Tube API, which releases datta about train movements.
m

m the City of Christchurch earthquake inn
The damage from
Febrruary 2011 was mapped by volunteers aro
ound the worldd
from
m images on th
he GEOCAN ssite. See the ex
xcellent site att
http://www.christch
hurchquakemapp.co.nz/ for eartthquake details..
Figu
ure 12 shows some
s
of the w
work performed
d online wheree
damaage was visiblee on the photoos so that a rap
pid assessmentt
could
d be made of where
w
help was needed. An arm
my of willing –
train
ned on the web site where neccessary - air photo interpreterss
weree put to work veery quickly to aaid in recovery.
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Figure 12: Christchurch earthquake survey. From at http://www.tomnod.com/geocan/. The training image on the left indicates how
damage appears on photos. The yellow lines, drawn by the VGI community worldwide, outline serious earthquake damage to
buildings in the image on the right.
Even YouTube has been getting into disaster mode recently in
the USA, though less for relief than display of Twitter
messages, to a mapping and disaster music background. See the
Hurricane Sandy (October 2012) Tweets video at
www.youtube.com/watch?v=g3AqdIDYG0c&feature=player_e
mbedded.

Patrick Meier, at http://irevolution.net/2012/08/01/ crisis-mapbeijing-floods/ blogged about the terrible flooding in Beijing in
July 2012 in which over 70 people died 8,000 homes were
destroyed, and $1.6B of damage sustained; the result of the
heaviest rainfall in 60 years. VGI contributors, within a few
hours and using the Guokr.com social network had launched a
live crisis map that was reportedly more accurate than the
government version, but also a day earlier. Figure 13 shows part
of the crowdsourced map as at 1st August. Mr Meier
commented that additions in the future might be to turn the
excellent crisis map into a crowdsource response map by online
matching calls for help with corresponding offers of help, and to
create a Standby Volunteer Task Force for potential future
disaster situations.

A question that needs to be asked is: “How do the VGI
instigated sites compare with those organised reactively or
proactively by the authorities?” The answer is difficult to assess
as often the aim of the sites is different. The VGI contributors
tended to be very single theme focussed and do not always take,
or have responsibility for, an overview to any given disaster.
The authorities, have to respond, inform, and deal with all
aspects of the situation, and so may appear, and quite possibly
be, more lethargic in their reactions to events.

Figure 13: Part of the crisis map made by VGI from the July 2012 Beijing floods.
Some days later the Beijing Water Authority map in Figure 14
was published. It has all the benefits of production by authority:
it is precise, accurate, exhibits good cartography, while at the

same time managing to be rather obscure in interpretation (not
because of the Chinese language), and probably static –
describing what had happened, not what was happening.
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Figure 14: Beijing Water Authority Map generated for the flood of July 2012.
The Beijing Meteorological Bureau sent 11.7 million people an
SMS warning on the evening of the rainstorm, including safety
tips, but it proved impossible to warn all Beijing’s 20 million
residents because the mass texting system was far too slow to
disseminate the warning.

and back in service within a few days. The texts contained
reports about trapped persons, medical emergencies, and
specific needs, such as food, water, and shelter. The most
significant challenges arose in verifying and triaging the large
volume of reports. These texts, at a rate of 1,000-2,000 per day,
were handled by more than 1,000 volunteers in North America,
plotted on maps updated in real time by an international group
of volunteers, and decisions and resources allocated back in
Haiti.

The third example to be considered in this paper is the tragedy
of the January 12th 2010 Haiti earthquake and the
crowdsourcing response to it, as outlined in Heinzelman et al
(2010). The magnitude 7 earthquake killed about 230,000
people, left 1.6M homeless and destroyed most of Haiti’s
populated urban areas.

Figure 16: Part of the final OSM-Haiti earthquake damage map.
1.4M edits were performed during the first month.
Figure 15: Organised VGI at work - Patrick Meier’s living room
– the Ushahidi-Haiti nerve centre at the start of the crisis.

If a piece of information were considered useful and specified a
location, volunteers would find the coordinates through Google
Earth and OpenStreetMap and place it on haiti.ushahidi.com
for anyone to view and use. The results can be viewed at
http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/WikiProject_Haiti/Earthqua
ke_map_resources. Through the aggregation of individual
reports, the crisis mappers were able to identify clusters of
incidents and urgent needs, helping responders target their
response efforts.

The response of the Ushahidi organisation was immediate and
the Ushahidi-Haiti map was launched. A large collaborative
effort was instituted, governmental, industrial, academic, and
from the grass roots to create a map of the present post calamity
Haiti, and place upon it texted messages concerning needs and
requirements. 85% of households had mobile phones, and of the
70% of cell phone masts destroyed most were repaired rapidly
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Figure 17: Frrom Barringtonn et al (2011). Building
B
numberrs in
damage graddes 4 (very heavvy) and 5 (destrroyed) identifiedd by
volunteers, byy day, followinng the earthquak
ke. By less thann two
weeks after tthe event (23rdd January) most of the damage had
been mappedd by the commu
unity.
The damage tto buildings was
w extremely heavy,
h
as show
wn in
both the map extract in Figuure 16 and the graph of destruuction
d
the edditing
of building in Figure 17. Chaapman (2010) describes
process using OSM and creeated a graph of edits per daay by
different sectoors of the OSM community
y. This is show
wn in
Figure 18.

Figu
ure
19:
From
Per
erkins
(201
11),
sourcee
http://www.openstreeetmap.org/, O
OpenStreetMap
p contributors,,
CC-B
BY-SA. State of OSM mappping before (top)
(
and afterr
(botttom) the Haiti earthquake
e
– par
art of Port-au-Prrince.
McD
Dougal (2012) considered
c
the contribution off VGI during a
numb
ber of recent disasters: Queeensland floodss, Christchurchh
earth
hquake, and the Japanese Tsuunami. He praaises the speedd
with which crowd map
m sites were eestablished, and
d approximatedd
the total
t
number of
o volunteers involved: Queeensland flood,,
98,00
00; Christchurrch earthquakee, 100,000; Jaapan Tsunami,,
13,00
00. Lifecycle of a site wass typically a month
m
for thee
earth
hquake to moree than six monnths for the tsu
unami. He alsoo
recorrded the observ
ved quality off reports varyin
ng between 6%
%
veriffied to 99% veerified; but unv
nverified does not
n necessarilyy
mean
n not true. He
H concluded that in all th
hree cases thee
crow
wdsourced maps filled a gapp in the emerg
gency responsee
efforrts, particularly in the early chaaotic stages of the
t crisis.
Dodg
ge et al (2011) consider that a key issue is th
hat of forming a
coheerent group from
m the crowd an
and moulding itt to work for a
comm
mon goal. Coordination of independent VGI
V
providingg
indiv
viduals can be by
b no means eaasy. And yet th
hese goals havee
been
n achieved in most
m cases withhin hours or daays, not weeks,,
from
m the event. This fact alone inndicates the neeed for the VGII
organ
nisations and th
he strength of them. No form
mal institutionall
or governmental
g
group
g
can form
m or act as qu
uickly, withoutt
contiinuous major ex
xpenditure from
m the public pu
urse. Checks onn
the quality
q
and accuracy of VGII are needed but,
b in disasterr
situaations at least, malicious
m
activiity has not been
n great. VGI is,,
afterr all, freely pro
ovided by a geenerally benign
n and altruisticc
popu
ulation. Sometimes things go wrong with VGI,
V
usually inn
organ
nisation, data collection,
c
or coommunications processes, andd

ber of edits per
er day
Figure 18: Frrom Chapman (2010). Numb
from the earthhquake occurrennce on 12th Janu
uary 2010.
The blue line iin Figure 18 reppresents the sum
m of edits on a given
day. This totall consists of thee yellow line – pre-existing edditors,
plus the red liine – editors who
w signed up after
a
the earthqquake.
Pre-existing edditors, unsurpriisingly account for 85% of the work
completed durring the month following
f
the earthquake.
So, what did they achieve in
i this month? Figure 19 tellls the
story in dram
matic fashion; from
fr
nothing to
o full mappingg with
health clinics, refugee sites annd other amenitties fully mappeed.
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the map suffeers as a result. As Dodge et al (2009) say “The
point when thhings go wrong often highligh
hts how things rreally
work and this point is often overlooked
o
in everyday
e
life.” T
These
where all OSM
M focuses its attention on imprroving
are the times w
the map. In itss default positioon OSM display
ys the most currrently
available versiion of the databbase, which, ass a result of connstant
and on-going eediting never loooks the same as
a before. Somee take
this as instabiility, others as rapid update towards a chan
anging
truth.
2.3 Mappingg Software for VGI
The VGI com
mmunity relies heavily on op
pen source softtware,
much of it proovided by fullyy commercial organisations
o
suuch as
the Google oor Yahoo mappping suites. Many
M
also relly on
national mappping agency output, wherre appropriate and
available. Thee USGS has beeen in the foreffront for many years
for making maap data availablle on an open and
a free basis too help
foster econom
mic growth, ressearch, and, mo
ore recently too help
facilitate mappping amongst thhe growing VG
GI community. Some
countries in E
Europe have laggged behind con
nsiderably, but since
2010 the UK Ordnance Survvey, for instancce, has at last made
much of its baasic map data at
a a number of scales availablee free
of charge, whhere previously it was both liicenced and chharged
(Bray, 2010).

ntage of authorss working on more
m
than one
Figure 21: Percen
project. From Shao et aal (2012), Tablee 1.
o et al (2012) consider thatt these “bound
dary spanning””
Shao
autho
ors create essen
ntial internal annd external netw
works for openn
sourcce projects an
nd possibly hhelp harmonisee activity. Alll
successful open sou
urce authors annd projects, acccording to Buttt
et all (2012), must ensure they knnow who theirr intended userr
migh
ht be, create an effective user interface, be better than whatt
wentt before, work
k well in the community fo
or which it iss
destiined, and mostt importantly hhave back up in
i the form off
docu
umentation and help from a nettwork of particiipants.

The availabillity of softwaare is vital to
t the buildinng of
crowdsourced mapping initiaatives. Shao et al (2012) delvee into
the detail of thhe developmentt work that is underway
u
in OS
SGeo,
one of the mainstays of thee open source software moveement
http://www.ossgeo.org/home, using Sub Version Nuumber
Commits (SVN
N) to indicate levels of activ
vity. Every SV
VN is
approximatelyy the equivalennt of a heavy
y editing sessioon in
OSM, but by a software authoor rather than a data editor.

Figure
F
22: Ushaahidi sites in 20012 – some omiitted at map
borders, from http://ww
ww.ushahidi.co
om/

VN Commits forr OSGeo softwaare between Occtober
Figure 20: SV
1998 and Apriil 2011. Inset iss a display of th
he number of auuthors
supplying codde to each projecct. From Shao et
e al (2012), Tab
able 1.

gle is probablly the best kknown provideer of mappingg
Goog
serviices to the VGII community, aand MyMaps prrobably has thee
wideest user base, owing to its llow entry skilll barrier. As a
platfform it has serv
ved many VGII communities very well. Forr
disasster managemeent the Ushahiddi sites are well known andd
successful. Figure 22 shows exttant Ushahidi sites in 2012..
Num
merous earlier ex
xamples of Ushhahidi site mapping have beenn
given
n in this papeer. Ushahidi ccontinues to acct quickly andd
usefu
ully to crises, and
a to use whattever software might
m
be freelyy
availlable or donated
d.

GRASS is by far in the lead in terms of veersion
In Figure 20 G
development, mostly becausee it is one of th
he longest runniing of
p
bu
ut also as the inset
the open sourrce software programmes,
shows, becauuse it has moree authors workiing on it than many
other projectss. Altogether thhere have been
n over 0.25M SVN
commits in alll OSGeo softwaare in less than 15 years. GeoT
Tools,
a younger projject, is catchingg up rapidly!
ws the number of authors worrking simultaneeously
Figure 21 show
on a number of different projects.
p
This is one of the great
benefits of oppen source soft
ftware, as shareed developmennt and
ideas rapidly reach a widerr audience. About 15% of auuthors
more than one project,
p
and a feew to more thann five
contribute to m
projects.

nStreetMap is a much morre complex proposition
p
forr
Open
participation, requirring more advan
anced computerr and GIS skillss
to ad
dd to and edit the mapping baase. Neis et al (2012)
(
considerr
the development
d
off OSM in Germ
many. They prop
pound the 90-9-1 rulle where 90% of registered conntributors do no
ot do so, 9% doo
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so sometimes,, and 1% do most of the work
k; not an uncom
mmon
situation in alll of life?

Neis’s rule roughly applies for OSSM in the yearss 2008 to 2011..
OSM
M is very activee in Germany aand remarkably
y complete – inn
2009
9 nearly 50% of
o all edits weree completed, but by 2010 thee
perceentage reduced
d to 30%; posssibly as a resullt of increasingg
activ
vity in the disasster mapping ar
arena? Quantity
y is not quality..
In th
he case of OSM
M in Germanyy some tests haave been madee
comp
paring OSM with,
w
for exampple, commerciaal routing dataa
from
m TomTom and Navteq (Haklaay, 2010; Zielsttra et al, 2010)..
The results indicatee OSM displayys good detail in urban areas,,
but falls
f
off consideerably in rural oones.

m Neis et al (20012).
Figure 23: Conntribution rates for OSM. From

y colour for Bollogna, using IT
TO!’s OSM Map
pper service.. FFrom Dodge et al
a (2012).
Figure 224: OSM authorrship defined by
nsion as to whoo does
Dodge et al (22011) provide a spatial dimen
what in OSM. Figure 24 shoows Bologna OSM
O
mapping,, each
m – being reco
orded in a diff
fferent
author – in aall 124 of them
colour on the map. Note thatt as for German
ny the top ten edditors
ne 18% of the total.
contributed 744% of the mapp data, and on
Quality can bee checked as thee complete auth
horship history,, from
2008 onwards can be displayed for comparisson with other ddata.
Using a GPS tto record spatiaal data enables a wide VGI inpput to
mapping scheemes, but it does mean that th
he surveyors aare no
longer necessaarily qualified land surveyors. Some will bbe, as
their interests outside their foormal job may also include suurvey,
but others will at best be keen
k
amateurs and not necesssarily
either in full ccontrol of their instruments or of the theory bbehind
map making. This is what national
n
surveys come to fearr! The
OSM site doees provide a siggnificant amoun
nt of help onlinne for
amateurs, whoo probably learrn rather quicklly, on the job, when
they see and edit their datta results. Also
o, as the Ordnnance
g
spaghetti – as GPS tends
Survey learnt in the 1970s, generating
make a
to do with thee ubiquitous brreadcrumb traill – does not m
cartographicallly versatile prroduct. Many VGI
V
enthusiastts are
perhaps not ass aware of this problem
p
as they
y should be.

ure 25: Standard
d GRASS produuct, still much the
t same as the
Figu
orig
ginal system in the 1980s. Agggregated weekly
y astronomical
inssolation time in northern Italy, including shad
dows. 5mx5m
plu
us LIDAR. See http://grasswikki.osgeo.org/wik
ki/Main_Page
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The most veneerable open souurce mapping capability is proobably
the GRASS G
GIS, first deveeloped by the US Army Coorp of
Engineers in 11982. It was ann entirely rasterr system but booth its
data sets and its use have diversified
d
greaatly. GRASS 66, the
latest release, has introducedd a new topolo
ogical 2D/3D vvector
engine and ssupport for veector network analysis. Interrnally
GRASS has bbeen integratedd with the GDA
AL/OGR librari
ries to
support an eextensive range of raster and
a
vector forrmats,
including OGC
C-conformal Siimple Features. Attributes aree now
managed in a SQL-based DBMS.
D
The vissualization tooll was
also enhancedd to display 3D vector
v
data and
d voxel volumess.

captu
ure standards compliant
c
metaadata for a vaariety of socio-econ
nomic data sourrces, and the W
WISERD Geo Portal
P
providess
map and text-based search tools foor accessing thiss database.

3

S
SYNERGISTIC SENSING – PEOPLE + SENSORS

wdsourcing is not
n limited to humans! Many
y authors havee
Crow
considered the natu
ure of machinee sensors, whetther carried byy
peop
ple, motorised transport, or sttatic. See Bottts et al (2007),,
Boullos et al (2011), and Resch et al (2012) for interestingg
coveerage of the possibilities and innteractions betw
ween sensors off
one type
t
or another and their use inn the environment.

Figu
ure 27: Urban monitoring
m
- connnections betweeen the physicall
and digital worlds. From Resch ett al (2011), from
m (SENSEable
City Lab, 22009).
A su
uitable paradigm
m to represent thhis situation is given in Figuree
27 from
f
Resch ett al (2011) w
which shows the
t
connectionn
betw
ween the physical and digital w
world; one of either
e
great funn
or ab
bject terror!

Figure 26: Building footpprints extruded to 3D block, annd
colourised byy building type. GRASS produ
uct for Trento, IItaly.

b successful seensors and fulll participants inn
If maachines are to be
the VGI,
V
CGI, or authoritative data collection
n process thenn
stand
dards are requirred so that they may transmit their
t
data. Bottss
et all (2007) wrote the OpenGIS white paper fo
or the OGC too
defin
ne the standards and formalisee the structuress used. This ledd
to th
he possibility of interoperabiliity and spawneed many sensorr
serviices through the Sensor Web E
Enablement Initiative (SWE),,
coveering:
Language
(SensorrML);
Obserrvations
andd
Meassurements (cou
unterpart to SennsorML); a Tra
ansducer Modell
Lang
guage; Sensor Observation, P
Planning and Alert
A
Services;;
and a Web Notificattion Service.

c now be crreated
Cartography aand journal quuality figures can
m the
using the postsscript hardcopyy authoring tooll or directly from
main GIS dispplays using the PostScript, PN
NG, or Cairo drrivers.
In addition, G
GRASS data may
m be exporteed for use in other
popular openn source mappping software such as GM
MT or
Quantum GIS..
2.4 Geoportaals
Portals mostlyy try to provvide access to data sets, buut not
necessarily thee data sets them
mselves. As such
h they are conccerned
with metadataa and search annd discovery processes.
p
Theyy may
well pass thee user to otheer sites to collect any dataa sets
requested. Thhis does not mean they have
h
no geosspatial
component. Juust the oppositee may well be true
t
as they muust be
able to displayy their wares and
a interact meeaningfully witth the
user’s geograpphical and them
matic questions to
t provide answ
wers.

SWE aims to enable the discovvery and queryiing of sensor
“S
sysstems, observattions, and obserrvation procedu
ures over the
Internet. This process
p
comprrises determin
nation of a
sen
nsor’s capabiliities and qualitty of measurem
ments, access
to sensor parameeters that autom
matically allow
w software to
prrocess and geollocate observattions, retrieval of real-time
orr time-series observations
o
annd coverages in standard
en
ncodings” (Botts et al, 2007).

W
(Fry et al,
An example oof a rather diffeerent portal is WISERD
2012,
htttp://www.wiserd.ac.uk/researcch/phase-1-reseerachprogrammes-22008-2011/data-integration-theeme/the-wiserdd-geoportal/) wheree although thee principles arre the same aas for
INSPIRE (htttp://inspire-geooportal.ec.europ
pa.eu/) or GE
EOSS
(http://www.euurogeoss.eu/deffault.aspx), the application – oout of
120 portals revviewed by the authors
a
– was th
he only one tryiing to
support quantiitative and quallitative social sccience academiic and
policy researcch. WISERD uses free and op
pen source sofftware
(FOSS) compponents and services. A rang
ge of software tools
have been devveloped by the WISERD
W
Data Integration Teaam to

The result is that people
p
are now
w able to use mobile
m
phones,,
staticc sensors, transsport informatiion – such as the
t Tube trainss
posittion on the London Undergrouund system disccussed earlier –
to ad
dd to their VGI content and too inform their analysis.
a
Sensorr
feedss into environ
nmental crises and disaster systems havee
beco
ome very important, and ubiquuitous, be it for meteorologicall
warn
nings, or tsunami tracking. The possibiliities of publicc
surveeillance system
ms, hopefully forr the public ben
nefit, are many..
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3.1 Use of M
Mobile Devices
OGC Open G
GeoSMS providdes a means off sending geosspatial
information ussing the text SM
MS service. An
n example of ssuch a
message servicce in use can bee seen on the left in Figure 28..

E Tranquillity suurvey of Englan
nd, SK sheet,
Figure 29: CPRE
coveering Derbyshirre. From Pawlow
wicz et al (2011). Note coarse
ressolution of grid cells of originaal CPRE survey
y, at 500m by
500m
m.

Figure 28: Lefft, alert messagge example, sentt by SMS (Bouulos et
al, 2011). R
Right, map of CO
C in Copenhag
gen, generated by
bicycle couuriers for the Open Scents pro
oject (Resch et aal,
2012).

It became apparent that it would bbe useful to upd
date this map too
keep
p a check on dynamic andd fluctuating changes
c
in thee
perceeived level of tranquillity,
t
andd to provide hiigher definitionn
in some areas. The only way this could be done at alll
econ
nomically and efficiently wass by using VG
GI data derivedd
from
m mobile phon
nes that, as th
the volunteers traversed thee
coun
ntryside, recorded position, voiice, and photoss. Pawlowicz ett
al (2011) conducted
d the survey and
nd concluded that the strengthss
of dy
ynamic geospaatial survey cam
me from its ad
daptability, thee
VGI involvement, and the iterativve repetitive real time controll
possibilities of the collection
c
proceess.

There are manny possibilities for using this service, for insstance
in disaster mannagement proceedures at some of the Ushahiddi web
sites, or as givven in Resch et
e al (2011) in the
t Common S
Scents
project, to moonitor air qualiity capturing data
d
related to gases
(CO, NOx), nnoise, and weatther parameterss. A novel aspeect of
sensor technollogy in the latteer case is the use of courier biicycle
mounted senssors used in Copenhagen.
C
Th
he resulting m
map is
shown on the rright in Figure 28.
mmonplace GPS
S, mobile phon
ne and its assocciated
The now com
text service haave led to a rappid growth in th
heir use in gathhering
crowdsourced material, and most importan
ntly, now allow
w for
dynamic response and updaating. A decad
de ago, when SMS
could not be used in this manner,
m
updating of any sortt was
painful and sloow if it involved trips to the fieeld.
Air photos cann be used to ideentify change th
hrough time, annd has
been commonn practice for land
l
survey. The
T photos couuld be
used to updatte detail in manny cases, or att least guide grround
survey in otheers. The latter process
p
was neecessarily very slow.
This has channged markedly with the arrivaal of small GPS
S and
survey instrum
ments, but mainntaining a sufficcient body of suurvey
trained staff iss still a major coost limitation. Today
T
OSM cann rely
on a largely alltruistic band off editors roamin
ng the countrysside to
gather informaation for timelyy updates; a majjor change.

gure 30: Infillin
ng dynamic upddating with mulltimedia VGI
Fig
geo-d
data. From Paw
wlowicz (2011)..

But these bannds of volunteeers are not limiited to basic suurvey.
Indeed, they are becominng increasinglly concerned with
collecting them
matic data for projects
p
they perceive essentiall. The
project may noot be organisedd by volunteers, but uses VGI input
for data collecction, refinemennt and update. One such exaample,
the map sheeet for Derbyshhire shown in Figure 29, waas the
created by the Tranquillity prroject, run by th
he CPRE (Camppaign
to Protect Rurral England), where
w
Jackson et
e al (2008) creaated a
500m square rraster for Englaand showing a qualitatively
q
deefined
tranquillity sccore for eachh cell by crow
wd sourced ppublic
participation. Red indicates qualitatively a least tranquill area
according to a variety of measures used, an
nd green exposees the
rural idyll.

A major
m
problem with the techhnique was th
hat tranquillityy
surveeys tend to be conducted in rather rural arreas, and weakk
mobile signals caussed difficulties. Also the qualittative nature off
s
required
d some crowd tr
training. Mobiliity across largee
the survey
areass of the country
yside required loots of volunteerr good will. Onn
the other
o
hand the process
p
was suf
ufficiently flexib
ble that VGI orr
PGI volunteers cou
uld be used, deppending on type of education,,
or data could be transmitted auutomatically, liive AI-like dataa
senso
refin
ning at the control centre m
might be developed, and alll
incom
ming multimed
dia data was fullly and reliably geo-tagged.
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s
the OSM
M mapping foor the UK Lo
ondon Olympicc
33 shows
Stadium from Aug 2008 to Au
Aug 2011 as each
e
part wass
comp
pleted. It is diffficult to fault the OSM map
p update speedd
comp
pared with natio
onal maps.

3.2 Problem
ms with Time an
nd Update
Using mobile devices and sensors to updatee and edit previiously
a understandin
ng of the way sppatioinformation sttored requires an
temporal channges occur annd what type of structures m
might
support them. Siabato et al (2012)
(
addressed this problem
m and
defined what hhe called a Tim
ming Point whicch was measure
red on
three temporaal axes: databasse recording tim
me, object chan
anging
time, and objeect creation timee (see Figure 31
1).

Figure
F
33: OSM
M mapping of Lo
London Olympicc site, From
Perkins (22011).

4

Figure 31: Siaabato’s three tim
me axes needed
d to define a Tim
ming
Point. From Siabato
S
et al (20
012),

INDOOR AND
D 3D MAPPING
G

onal surveys do not traditiona
nally map the th
hird dimensionn
Natio
otherr than for topog
graphy. In particcular few publiic organisationss
havee significant 3D
D surveys of buuilding interiors, undergroundd
facilities, or way finding
f
througgh indoor urbaan shopping orr
s
is chan
anging, but so faar quite slowly..
otherr centres. This situation
Good
dchild (2009) made
m
particular point of the neeed for progresss
in th
his area particu
ularly in urbann centres. The standards andd
toolss provided by
y CityGML (hhttp://www.city
ygml.org/), forr
instaance, now exisst to achieve ffull 3D structu
ured connectedd
mapp
ping, not just spaghetti
s
boxess. But it remain
ns unclear how
w
surveey and navigaation can best be performed
d internal to a
build
ding. Experimen
ntal technologiies are availablee based on Wi-Fi beacons,
b
inertiial navigators, local extenssions of GPS,,
ultraasound and laserrs, but none hass yet emerged as
a the dominantt
approach or the basis for standardss.

Siabato’s tri-teemporal model has an extra ax
xis to the bi-tem
mporal
models propoosed by Worbooys (1998) and
d Snodgrass (11992).
Siabato considders his formulaation essential to
t correctly relaate all
states that migght occur as thee creation time axis
a is requiredd to be
able to enrich the temporal reelations between
n features.

4.1 Indoor and Underground R
Routing

Figure 32: Woorboys (2005) approach
a
to reco
ording change rrather
than snapshotss.
Worboys, in 2005, consideered event-orieented approachhes to
geodata and a comparison between
b
the sn
napshot approaach of
“what happenned at a given time?” as opp
posed to “when
en did
changes occurr?” Most maps follow the firstt approach and there
is no clarity aabout how mapp one changed into
i
map two. If the
change pointss are recorded then a compleete history migght be
fabricated. Thhe advantage of maintaining
g a change hhistory
rather than a snapshot histoory, equally im
mportant in sofftware
versioning syystems, is that recreation of the entire eveent is
possible. Thiss is not the casse with snapsho
ot histories; seee any
national map sseries with 20 year
y updates.

gure 34: Route choices
c
from (aa) Bing ,(b) Goo
ogle Maps, (c)
Fig
Mappy, (d)) Via Michelin,, (e) RouteNet and
a (f)
OpenRouteService. From V
Vanclooster et al (2012).
ome places ped
destrian pathwaay mapping thrrough buildingss
In so
does exist, and naviigation throughh interior and ex
xterior spaces iss
closeely linked. Van
nclooster et al (2
(2012) tested th
he effectivenesss
of routing
r
algoritthms from a number of sources: Bingg
(www
w.bing.com/maaps), Google M
Maps (www.goo
oglemaps.com),,
Mappy (www.map
ppy.com), the Via Michelin
n route finderr

This is not a pproblem with OSM,
O
as it is possible
p
to peell back
through the eddits to earlier forms
f
of the maap; little is lostt. The
frequency andd rapidity of eddits in OSM is illuminating. F
Figure
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camp for data acquisition – has started to make increased efforts
to use this huge human resource to improve its mapping.

(www.viamichelin.com), RouteNet plan (www.routenet.com),
OpenRouteService (http://openrouteservice.org) and Naver – in
South Korea (http://maps.naver.com). Brussels in Belgium was
used for most of the tests, but Seoul in Korea was chosen for
one of the underground experiments.

4.2 Crowdsourcing Indoor Geodata
The inside of buildings provides a fairly difficult VGI survey
environment because of the non-operation of most easily
understood GPS handheld devices. Other means are becoming
possible using 3-axis accelerometers and the 3-axis
magnetometers available in many smart phones and even a
piezometer implanted in a Nike running shoe (Xuan et al,
2011). But, the kit and skills required are not yet commonplace.
Added to the sudden change of scale, and therefore desired
locational accuracy, when moving across the interface from
exterior survey to interior mapping there is the question, as
discussed by Vanclooster et al (2012), of address matching with
possible multiple entrances to the same building. Lee (2009) has
considered the address interface problem and comments on the
orderliness of some exterior addresses and the disorganised
nature of many interiors.

When calculating the shortest path in Brussels both (Figure 34)
Bing and Google do not use a gallery as a short cut, whereas the
others do so; Bing does not show the route, but Google Maps
does provide a name, but not a route. The conclusion must be
that some networks do include interior pathways accessed by
above ground entrances in their shortest route calculations;
others did not have indoor networks at the time of the
experiment.
The underground Myondong shopping centre in Seoul lies
beneath a wide and very busy road, with entrances at either side
of the road. This made a good test of routing software: would
the calculated path suggest going down, through the shopping
centre, and then up on the other side of the road? Only Naver
was able to provide pedestrian routing in Seoul, and it did
successfully find the route; definitely a case of “Why did the
chicken survive crossing the road? Because it’s route planner
did know the underground path.”

One of the most prolific authors dealing with 3D city models
published in the last few year has been Goetz (Goetz and Zipf,
2011 and 2012; Goetz, 2012) who discusses the CityGML
standard for storing and exchanging 3D city models, and the
progress of modelling, mostly with German examples. As he
points out, different regions in the world have different desires
and therefore different standards that need to be met in their 3D
models. According to Haklay (2010) and others OSM is often
able to exceed official or commercial data sources in terms of
quality and quantity.

Figure 35: Brussels Central Station to Ravensteingallerij using
route planner (a) Bing ,(b) Google Maps, (c) Mappy, (d) Via
Michelin, (e) RouteNet and (f) OpenRouteService. From
Vanclooster et al (2012).
A further test was conducted in Brussels to see if underground
entrances and exits were part of the route planner’s database.
The test route went from the main railway station via an
underground connection to the Ravensteingallerij (see Figure
35). Only OpenRouteService used all available entrances and
underground passageways to progress directly to the gallery.
The other networks were less successful. In many cases, for all
route finders, the address translating process to convert to geolocation on the map were rather simplified. For instance all the
route planners used one entrance/address point for route
planning, no matter what the destination of the query, while
railway stations are well known for having several entrances,
owing to their considerable size,

Figure 36: Levels of Detail (LoD0 – LoD4) defined in
CityGML specification
CityGML defines a number of Levels of Detail (LoD) for
modelling purposes: LoD0 is the plan view of a 2.5D terrain
model, LoD1 is a simple extruded block rendition, LoD2 is
textured with roof structures, LoD3 is a detailed architectural
model, and LoD4 is a full “walkable” 3D model.
As we have seen, most routing systems focus on a 2D network
specification and cannot cope easily with a 3D model. Goetz
proposes:
“the development of a web-based 3D routing system based
on a new HTML extension. The visualization of rooms as
well as the computed routes is realized with XML3D. Since
this emerging technology is based on WebGL and will
likely be integrated into the HTML5 standard, the
developed system is already compatible with most common
browsers such as Google Chrome or Firefox. Another key
difference of the approach presented is that all utilized
data is actually crowdsourced geodata from OSM” (Goetz,
2012).

These tests show that the data for the route networks in these
Brussels and Seoul examples were incomplete when the tests
took place, not that the route finder algorithms per se were
inadequate. All data providers add as much extra spatial data
and information into their networks as they can, but update and
discovery take time, and this leads to inadequacy in some
locations. Until the last few years most commercial data
providers did not use any VGI or CGI spatial data to update
their networks. Now, more are doing so as it becomes very clear
that organisations such as OSM can provide accurate useful
information. For example, Google Maps – definitely in the CGI
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This would appear to be a very useful contribution to both
mapping and routing services, and the use of OSM to provide
much of the ground truth data would prove invaluable in terms
of both time and money.

separation where each navigation specialist was responsible for
its own data sets. But in 2011 Garmin bought Navigon AG (to
capture the iOS and Android navigation apps market where
Navigon was dominant. This was an important step for Garmin
because all portable navigation devices had been losing ground
to smartphone navigation apps, a market that Garmin had not
entered before. Interestingly in June 2011 Navigon had
introduced a PoI package derived from the crowdsourced OSM
project.

Figure 37: Increase in use of the “building” (blue) and the
“indoor” key for OSM additions from 2007 up to 2011. From
Goetz and Zipf (2011).
There are now about 45M tagged buildings in OSM with
approaching 0.5M added every week (Goetz, 2012); not all are
fully rendered, but many are well above LoD1. This rate of
building increase is currently higher than that for roads, which,
although standing at about the same total, increases by perhaps
0.2M per week. See Figure 37, which shows the increase in
usage of building and interior keys between 2007 and 2011.
Describing and modelling buildings requires a common
understanding of terms and importance. Ontologies have been
developed to allow not only questioning, searching and joining,
but also to allow routing and navigation. Yuan and Zizhang
(2008) proposed an alternative navigation ontology, but one that
did not concern itself about colour or other non-essentials to
navigation. Goetz’s ontology is kept simple, but allows realistic
visualization of the building as well.
It would appear from the foregoing that much of the present
work on buildings, both exterior and interior is being performed
by OSM crowdsource enthusiasts; many of them very skilled.
Who should be the crowdsourced agents for making the
building models? Rosser et al (2012) say that perhaps the
buildings occupants are those best placed to make the most
satisfactory models; to them at least, and who has a better
claim?

Figure 38: Interiors of Guildford Cathedral, showing the indoor
online possibilities of Google’s Street View. A full walk about
is very possible. Google Guildford Cathedral.

As time passes and the number of building edits shown in
Figure 34 increases exponentially, it is likely that much of the
activity will turn to editing and the improvement of the quality
of OSM submitted buildings, where in some cases exuberance
may have dominated accuracy. The open source tools to make
and use the models have been generated, the skills are present in
some quantity, and the ontologies are defined to allow the
buildings to be more than a pretty object; they can become full
network models.

Google changed from TeleAtlas data in 2009 to individually
conducted “Street View” data gathering for their US dataset.
Reasons for this move were said to be the lack of accuracy and
coverage in the United States from the TeleAtlas data according
to
http://blumenthals.com/blog/2009/10/12/google-replacestele-atlas-data-in-us-with-google-data/. By doing this Google
confirmed its intention to remain a major contender for
providing spatial information. Until 2011 neither Nokia,
TomTom, nor Google had showed much interest in acquiring a
ubiquitous indoor data capability. Google announced in October
2011 that Street View would now move inside buildings.
Throughout 2011 Google was trialling its data collection and
photography systems of interiors with the help of stores and
offices. Meanwhile Street View was being expanded to many
new countries; by May 2012 Israel was on the photographic
map and by October Street View coverage had broadened to 11
countries, including the US, UK, Sweden, Italy and Singapore,
and special collections have been launched for South Africa,
Japan, Spain, France, Brazil, Mexico, Israel and other countries.
At the same time Street View had been enhanced to provide
indoor tours of a number of places, for instance: Russia's

4.3 Indoor Google
Google in its various mapping guises has for many years been
the mainstay for providing base maps for the crowdsource
community. The main commercial spatial data providers were
for many years Navteq, TeleAtlas and Google. Historically,
Netherlands based TeleAtlas and North American Navteq were
used in many navigation applications.
Since Nokia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Navteq) bought
Navteq in 2008 and TomTom acquired TeleAtlas, also in 2008
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tele_Atlas), there has been a clear
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Catherine Palace and Ferapontov monastery, Taiwan's Chiang
Kai-shek Memorial Hall, Vancouver's Stanley Park, the interior
of Kronborg Castle in Denmark, and Guildford Cathedral in
Figure 38.

ontologies to suit their own circumstances. Also, why should
there be a single ontology, and why in English, which might act
as a constraint to some non-English semantic ontologies
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linguistic_relativity)?
Perhaps
variety and semantic translation and interoperability would be a
better approach? The figures in the table argue strongly in
favour of large group participation and might be thought to be a
good prospect for professional crowdsourcing, as with standards
and software open source projects?

This interest on Google’s part in interiors and encouraging both
Street View but also crowdsourced participation may herald the
start of complete routing systems that do understand 3D
buildings, their interiors, the underground passages, and the car
parks that go to make up the modern city. It will then be very
interesting to apply Vanclooster’s routing tests again and see
whether the 3D information gathered by VGI, CGI, or PGI
means, allows accurate shortest/fastest guidance through the
urban maze.

5

GIS has used standard forms with attached labels since it
appeared as a discipline (Evans, 2008). Researchers consider a
good representation of the world assumes: there is only one type
of object in a given space; several in one space would be
identical, and that everyone would use the same descriptive
terms and labels. In practice this is not so; we are all our own
experts with different mental formulations of the world around
us brought about by different experiences and upbringing in
society.

WHITHER SPATIAL ONTOLOGIES?

Shanahan (1995) is quoted in Bhatt (2008) as defining spatial
ontology as:
“If we are to develop a formal theory of common sense, we
need a precisely defined language for talking about shape,
spatial location and change. The theory will include
axioms, expressed in that language, that capture domainindependent truths about shape, location and change, and
will also incorporate a formal account of any nondeductive forms of common sense inference that arise in
reasoning about the spatial properties of objects and how
they vary over time.”
The idea that common sense is vital and will be used while
reasoning with and about spatial objects is to be applauded. The
understanding and semantics of geographical concepts vary
both between user communities – VGI or PGI based – and need
ontological formal languages and structures to represent the
concepts used by any information community. Stock (2008)
argues that, as human semantics can be extremely informal in
nature, “Perhaps NSDIs have been too formal and do not
account for this human flexibility?”

Despite this problem with diverse groups OSM has built an
open ontology from scratch (Dodge, 2011). Many of the people
most actively involved in the ontological development of OSM,
whilst skilful and self-motivated, do not have a cartographic
background. This often leads to lively debates about the
ontology for OSM and some new thoughts about how maps
should look and work. The difficulties are usually ironed out by
social negotiation to determine the best understanding of the
objects in question. As time passes so OSM’s ontology is
becoming more complex and useful, but partly as the result of
considerable mental anguish amongst the contributors and
editors.
5.1 Vagueness
Much time and effort is involved in defining ontologies of
spatial objects; possibly even more in recognising, defining and
categorising the objects in a formal manner so that they can
enter an ontological description. A major problem of the real
world is that although an object is definitely present it can rarely
be described by a single term, or multiple occurrences by the
same exact definition. Our desire to classify is confounded by
vagueness of description.

Berners-Lee (2005) tried to estimate the effort involved in
ontology creation. The table in figure 39 shows his results.

A traditional example of this problem is: when does a pond
become a river, become a lake, become a sea (Third, 2008)?
Scale is one factor, form is another, salinity might be a third,
and so on. Our descriptors are unclear and suit our thinking,
perhaps. This problem of vagueness could be overcome by
choosing to ignore insignificant parts, but insignificant is also
vague and undefined in most cases. Humans tend to skip over
insignificant deviations. A serious problem in developing an
ontology is to define the terms to be used within it.
Bennett (2008) discussed the standpoint theory of vagueness
and showed how apparently impossibly difficult semantic
problems – is this a river or an estuary? Is this a heap or merely
a pile? – could be expressed using supervaluation semantics
(Bennett, 2008) to enable vague human language to be
logically interpreted by a set of possible precise interpretations
(called precisifications), providing a very general framework
within which vagueness could be analysed within a formal
representation and handled by computer algorithm.

Figure 39: Berners-Lee (2005) Total cost of ontologies.
This table assumes ontologies are evenly spread across orders of
magnitude, committee size is reasonably represented by
log(community), time is community**2, and costs are shared
evenly over the community. The scale column represents the
community size from which the committee size and costs are
calculated. The general conclusion is that the cost of large
efforts is huge, but it is borne by and benefits an even larger
group and so the cost per individual is very, very small indeed.

Implementation of this process is not at all trivial, despite the
human ability to make instant judgements. For instance
processing geometric shapes to provide qualitative shape

A large effort is required to build an ontology for a particular
domain. This is a disincentive for groups who might create
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definitions is quite complex. Along with many
m
generatioons of
ntitative revoluutions
geographers ffrom previous academic quan
(for instance Cole and King, 1975), Benn
nett discoveredd that
picking a relevvant finite set of
o regions from
m an infinite rannge of
possibilities w
was difficult!

onsidered in an explicit or impplicit knowledg
ge framework
co
to improve one’ss capability (orr provide a new
w capability)
forr detection, id
dentification, oor characteriza
ation of that
en
ntity.”
m
Whaat is a map but a fusion processs? Most people see maps from
natio
onal or region
nal mapping ag
agencies, eitherr on paper orr
screeen, and assume they: are correect (whatever th
hat means), aree
relia
able (same prob
blem), and thaat the level off abstraction iss
appropriate for the purpose
p
of the map. Look at Figure
F
40, from
m
Beck
k (2008).

5.2 Moving ffrom Ontologyy Feature Typee Catalogue Baased
SDIs?
Bennett et al (2007) requireed: more formaal semantics, teesting
whether peoplle recognised annd approved the formal resultss, and
the expansionn of the semanntic structures to allow locat
ational
questions to bbe asked. Du et
e al (2012) rep
port many toolls are
now being devveloped to perfoorm automated and semi-autom
mated
ontology mattching based on shared up
pper ontologiees, if
available, or uusing lexical andd structural info
ormation, user iinput,
external resouurces and priior matches (Noy
(
et al, 22005).
Janowicz et all (2010) thoughht a shared and transparent
t
Sem
mantic
Enablement L
Layer for an SD
DI, integrating query services from
the Semantic W
Web was an im
mportant missing
g element. Hahhmann
et al (2010) ssuggested usingg the LinkedG
GeoData projectt as a
Resource Desccription Frameework (RDF) im
mplementation oof the
OSM data sett, within the Seemantic Web, to provide a c entral
service for seaarching and queerying geodata.
mantic
Stock et al (22010) has proposed the idea of using a sem
register contaiining a Feature Type Catalogu
ue (FTC, ISO 199110)
rather than ann ontology to support SDIs as the FTC w
would
contain a voccabulary of term
ms that both creators and daatasets
could use, proovide what Stoock calls a ligh
htweight ontoloogy to
assist interprettation of the reegistry contentss, and a structur
ure for
dealing with ffeature types. This
T formulation
n would, Stockk said,
enable flexiblle response to operations on a feature typee, and
form an impoortant link betw
ween implemen
ntation and sem
mantic
expression wiithin an SDI. She
S suggested the
t incorporatiion of
ISO’s FTC w
within the OGC
C’s Web Catalo
ogue Service (C
CSW)
and by addingg stored queriees allow interro
ogation of the OGC
compliant regiistry. The FTCs could store variable
v
amountts and
richness of innformation and be expresseed either in na
natural
language or U
UML rather thann in formal onto
ology language.
Stock’s approach, stressing the
t use of the FTC,
F
provides many
c
simpleer management of an
benefits: easy navigation to content,
SDI where it has been buillt or is being updated
u
by muultiple
providers (perrhaps as in the case of OSM)), and an end tto the
management of the gap beetween web seervice (eg OW
WL-S,
o
By 20
011 Stock et al were
WSML) and sstatic content ontology.
able to concluude that non-onntology approaaches provided more
flexibility in ssolving compleex geographicall research probblems,
including channge through tim
me, vagueness, and varying nnatural
language interrpretations.
ds Equals Quaality?
5.3 Standard
International sstandards exist,, and are used,, but not necesssarily
by crowd souurced data colllectors, partly
y owing to lacck of
awareness am
mongst many crowdsource enthusiasts
e
thaat the
problems invoolving geograpphical descripttion standards have
been addressed and mostly met,
m and partly due to the neceessary
complexity of the standardds generated by
b the internat
ational
groups: OGC (www.opengeoospatial.org/stan
ndards/gml) andd ISO
(www.isotc211.org/Outreachh/ISO_TC_211_
_Standards_Guiide.p
df).

gure 40: Top, utility survey daata at a junction
n, Bottom, the
Fig
same junction on the finaliised map (Beck
k, 2008)
Typiical mapping off a real world ssituation is reveealed in the leftt
of Figure
F
40, gain
ned from grounnd survey and manual paperr
updaate, showing a multitude
m
of utiility lines criss-crossing a roadd
juncttion. The map on the right is a plan of the area,
a
drawn at a
ratheer smaller scale with generallisation of both
h junction andd
utilitty lines. It prrovides a cleaar interpretatio
on, but is ann
abstrraction, not reallity. It also meeets standards, may
m be accurate,,

Percivall (2010) while writing about standarrds said:
“Fusion is the act or proccess of combiniing or associatting
o more entitties
data or innformation reggarding one or
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but is not precise, nor is it complete. There are many ways of
storing data, here on paper or in a GIS, and several ways of
structuring the data using a variety of syntactic and schematic
models. What is needed, as proposed by Stock and others listed
earlier in this text, is the ability to integrate models based on
global schema and perhaps to use Bennett’s standpoint theory to
help remove vagueness from the mix.

of quantitative and qualitative attributes; temporal quality of a
time measurement; usability element based on user
requirements; and lineage: provenance of the data. Interestingly,
all but logical consistency need to be verified by some ground
truth action. The standard proposes that different methods of
sampling (see Figure 41) will be necessary for different data
types.

Mary McRae, until 2010 working with OASIS (Organization
for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards), is
well known for a presentation containing the slide “Standards
are like parachutes: they work best when they're open”,
possibly derived from LE Modesitt Jr, or was it Frank Zappa, or
Elvis? The point is well made, however. Open standards are
essential if people are to be willing to use them. They must be,
according to OSGeo, freely and publicly available, nondiscriminatory, with no license fees, agreed through formal
consensus, vendor neutral, and data neutral. Note that open
standards does not mean open source. Standards are usually
documents; sources tend to be software. See the paper from
OSGeo on this subject – Open Source and Open Standards at
http://wiki.osgeo.org/wiki/Open_Source_and_Open_Standards.

Figure 41: Choosing a sampling strategy for quality checking by
logical feature or by areal selection (ISO/TC19157).
There is flexibility as to which strategy is chosen based on
either a complete population survey, probabilistic or
judgemental sampling procedure. The choice depends on the
data being tested.

The OGC recommends many geospatial standards to users,
including GML (Geography Markup Language) as its base. See
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geography_Markup_Language.
GML is the XML grammar for expressing geospatial features. It
offers a system for data modelling and as such is used as a basis
for scientific applications and for international interoperability.
It is at the heart of INSPIRE (Infrastructure for Spatial
Information in the European Community), the European
initiative, and for GEOSS (Global Earth Observation System of
Systems). See http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu/index.cfm and
http://www.earthobservations.org/geoss.shtml. New standards
from OGC are continuing, with community-specific application
schemas introduced to extend GML. GML 3.0 is a generic XML
defining points, lines, polygons and coverages. It extends GML
to model data related to a city using CityGML for
representation, storage and exchange of virtual 3-D models.
There was a workshop in January 2013: CityGML in National
Mapping. See http://www.geonovum.nl/content/programmeworkshop-national-mapping.

6

ACCURACY, QUALITY, AND TRUST

Other standards include: the Web Feature Service (WFS), for
requesting geographical features; the Web Map Service (WMS),
for requesting maps using layers, to be drawn by the server and
exported to the client as images; and the Styled Layer
Descriptor (SLD) which provides symbolisation and colouring
for feature and coverage data.
The OGC is an international organisation, but so is ISO, and
both generate standards for the geodata community to use. The
OGC was started with mainly industrial, commercial and some
research membership, whereas ISO, in the form of Technical
Committee 211 (ISO/TC211), was instituted as a completely
independent body with members delegated by participating
nations, usually but not always from appropriate national
standards bodies. Both operated in the same field but,
fortunately, for many years OGC and ISO have cooperated
closely in standards specification to the benefit of both.
Recently ISO/TC211 has published the text for standard 19157,
Geographic information — Data quality, to specify standards
for ensuring that quality of geographic information can be
implemented, measured and maintained. The data quality
elements consist of: completeness of features; logical
consistency, adherence to data structure rules; positional
accuracy within a spatial reference system; thematic accuracy

Figure 42: MODIS (top) and GLC-2000 (bottom) satellite
images covering a 20km x 20km area around the UK town of
Milton Keynes, showing automatic classification by different
but standard approaches, to indicate similar land cover classes.
In both images deep pink is cropland or natural vegetation, red
is urban and built up areas.
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Quality checkking can, in praactice, be very difficult. Figurre 42,
taken from Friitz et al (2011) illustrates the problem
p
well foor two
satellite imagees of the areaa near Milton Keynes in thee UK.
There is consiiderable differeence in the resu
ults of the autoomatic
classification that has beeen used. Th
he MODIS iimage
g
usinng an
classification, shown at thhe top, was generated
GLCautomated alggorithm trainedd using calibration data. The G
2000 image att the bottom off the figure wass created using night
time luminossity set at a relatively high
h
thresholdd, in
combination w
with expert knnowledge, to classify urban aareas.
The differencce is remarkaably large. Th
he MODIS prroduct
estimates urbaan area at abouut 50% greater than the GLC-22000;
the percentagee of pixels onn which each of
o these land cover
products agreees is less than 30%.
3
This pressent result woulld not
meet ISO191557 standards! The only succcessful resoluti on to
this and the ggeneral problem
m is through grround checks iin the
field. Fritz (22011) reported that a crowdso
ourced ground truth
survey was to be carriedd out from 2011, supporteed by
EuroGEOSS, G
GEOBENE, CC
C-TAME and CC_AFS.
C

possibilities of linee-point-area com
omparison. Whaat follows is a
i
a churning
g ocean of atteempts to determ
mine accuracy,,
dip into
wherre the monsterrs of the deepp are often thee semantic andd
defin
nitional problem
ms rather thann those of meaasurement. Thee
param
meters for accu
uracy have beenn defined in ISO
O 19157, and inn
comiing sections th
here will be ddiscussions of positional andd
attrib
bute accuracy
y, completeneess, currency, and logicall
consistency, as reco
ommended in thhe standard.
6.1 Accuracy – OSM comparedd with OS
d
contaiins several billlion points andd
The OSM global database
nodees (OSM-Stats, 2012). The hist
story dump file is available forr
down
nload but is currently close too 500 GB in sizze and difficultt
to haandle, so subseets tend to be used rather th
han a completee
samp
pling. Anderkaa et al (2011) had similar problems
p
whenn
tryin
ng to assess the quality of Wikkipedia. An OS
SM stats reportt
was run on 20th November 2012 to find exact figures:
f
users 921,816; uploaded
d GPS points - 3,182,076,,380; nodes 1,662
2,862,568; way
ys - 157,983,5332, and relation
ns - 1,667,558..
The global stats arre huge, so eveerybody who has
h studied thee
uracy of OSM has been forcced to take a subset, partlyy
accu
becaause of OSM sizze, and partly bbecause their naational mappingg
truth
h sets only covered some nationnal areas, not th
he entire world..

The Geo-Wikki Project at htttp://www.geo-w
wiki.org/index.pphp is
now looking ffor
“Volunteerss . . . to revieew hotspot map
ps of global laand
cover disaggreement and determine, bassed on what thhey
actually seee in Google Earth and their lo
ocal knowledgee, if
the land covver maps are coorrect or incorrrect. Their inpuut is
recorded in a database, allong with uploa
aded photos, too be
used in the ffuture for the creation of a new
n and improvved
global land cover map.”
The volunteerr can downloaad an App for their phone, take
photos, tag theem with approppriate text and upload
u
them to GeoWiki. Figure 43 shows partt of the High Score table foor this
y incentive the VGI
project. Preseence in the tabble is the only
contributors reeceive, other thhan taking partt in a useful qu
quality
checking exerccise.

oney et al (2012) looked at the annotation process in OSM too
Moo
disco
over how much
h dynamic chan
ange the editing
g caused. Theyy
weree using the UK
K, Ireland, Auustria and Gerrmany as theirr
subset.

Figure
F
44: From
m table 1 in Moooney (2012), thee number of
verrsions of edited ways on the hoorizontal axis co
ompared with
the number of dataasets falling intoo that category on the vertical
axis, forr Germany, Ausstria, and UK-E
Eire.
Figure 43: ((left) High Scorre table for sateellite classificatiion
ground truuth checking, and
a (right) peaks and troughs oof
registtration date.

n
that a veryy large percenttage of ways inn
It is interesting to note
all fo
our datasets hav
ve five or fewerr versions. Thee overwhelmingg
majo
ority of ways have
h
been gathhered in the field,
f
uploaded,,
editeed a very few times at very few sessions and then beenn
considered finished
d. The percenttages are as fo
ollows: Irelandd
(95.3
3%, 232,707 frrom 244,192), UK (95.4%, 3,384,643
3
from
m
3,549
9,831), Germaany (93.1%, 100,445,536 from
m 11,226,308),,
and Austria
A
(89.0%
%, 1,085,003 froom 1,219,045). Of course thiss
may not indicate th
hey are accurate
te or complete; it may be thatt
e
– and any
a others – m
merely lost intterest. Anotherr
the editor
hypo
othesis could be
b that low vversion numberr counts occurr
main
nly in rural arreas that do nnot change mu
uch over time..
Moo
oney does not co
onsider this posssibility. Some few areas havee
been
n ferociously ed
dited by many ppeople. This cou
uld be a rapidlyy
chan
nging landscape, such as waas the case fo
or the Londonn
Olym
mpic stadium siite in Figure 333, or it might bee that there wass
inadeequate survey in
n the first placee!

This techniquee is used in a nuumber of enviro
onmental resourrce
studies, and enntirely dependent on crowdsou
urced VGI
contributions. Thus far (Aprill 2013) 346 vollunteers have siigned
i nearly 400 ceells field checkeed,
up, the average contribution is
with a mediann of around 30. Volunteers hav
ve been signingg up
since 2009, wiith later peaks and
a troughs. Th
hose registering
earlier tend to have completed more work, and
a as always a few
do the vast maajority of the woork.
a
the cro
owdsourced prooducts
It is possible tto assess how accurate
are, but som
me true versionn must be used for compar
arison.
Usually this iss a national mapp, created over many decades using
ground surveyyors and considderable editing over those deccades.
This is probabbly as reliable as
a any base can be, other than using
additional aeriial photographyy or similar im
magery. The prooblem
with imageryy is not one of determinin
ng accuracy buut of
interpretation; there are no easily measured
m
autoomatic

Moo
oney (2011) sees a number oof risks to the crowdsourcedd
datassets. A lack of cartographical,, surveying, an
nd GIS skills off
VGI contributors co
ould be a majoor issue, differeent tags may bee
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Meriidian 2 data was
w used as th
the comparison
n to OSM. Itss
specification indicaates it has beenn generalised to lie within a
20m buffer accuracy along roads, but that junctio
on/node centress
c
A comp
plex algorithm was used to ch
hoose matchingg
are correct.
nodees, and to assess errors. The major urban areas were thee
mostt accurate with,, as might be eexpected, largerr errors in rurall
areass. Haklay says over 70% oof the OSM nodes
n
show a
posittional error sm
maller than 12 m
metres and ano
other 80% lesss
than 15 metres. Thee mode of the eerror distributio
on in Figure 477
a about 7m. The shape of thee distribution of
o errors wouldd
lies at
sugg
gest that measu
urements betterr than 7m werre obtained byy
chan
nce.

used to descriibe the same web
w resources or
o to annotate sspatial
features, and tthere is the posssibility of rogu
ue edits or delibberate
vandalism by some contribuutors. Mooney states that, in 2011,
structures werre not in place too find and eliminate rogue edittors.
ned to discoverr how
In the UK Hakklay et al (20100) were concern
much VGI laabour was reqquired to map an area well , and
checked four 225sqkm tiles inn the urban Lon
ndon area comppleted
by OSM volunnteers for compparison with thee generally exccellent
OS ITN (Integgrated Transpoort Network) data
d
set where nnodes
are accurate too 1m.

mic factors aree
Hakllay (2010) also showed thatt socio-econom
linkeed to VGI contrribution in thatt OSM volunteeers provide lesss
mateerial in poorer areas,
a
and the leevel of completteness is lower..
Figu
ure 47 shows error levels for ccomplete areas compared withh
incom
mplete ones. Positional
P
accur
uracy was foun
nd to be underr
10m±
±6.5m (1SD) for
f the former aand nearly 12m
m±7.7m for thee
latterr, indicating po
oorer socio-ecoonomic areas do
o have a lowerr
stand
dard of OSM mapping.
m
hod of OSM waay
Figure 45:: Accuracy meaasurement meth
compared w
with OS-ITN, from
f
Haklay et al (2010). A veery
similar methhod is proposedd in ISO 19157 for measuring lline
dispplacement comppared with a refference set.
OSM has capttured about 30%
% of the lineworrk for England,, but a
quarter of thhese were spagghetti without a complete sset of
attributes. Pleenty of editing remains to be done. Haklayy used
minor roads, main roads annd motorways for testing, annd the
method outlinned in Figure 45
4 to measure accuracy.
a
He uused a
3.8m buffer foor minor roads,, a 5.6m buffer for main roadss, and
an 8m buffer ffor motorways, placed around
d the ITN centree line,
to approximatte the true roadd width. He fou
und OSM roadds fell
within this buuffer 80% to 866% of the time,, and more thann half
the roads aboove 85%. The VGI
V contributiion was large; there
were always m
more than 5 annd up to 20 co
ontributors map
apping
each square kkilometre of hiis urban Londo
on tiles, many more
than in a prevvious general suurvey of VGI in
n England, show
wn in
Figure 46, in 22008 where neaarly 90% was mapped
m
by 3 or fewer
VGI contributting crowdsourccers.

Figure
F
47: Distriibution of errorrs for the OSM to Meridian
comparison forr complete and incomplete OSM areas in
England, from Hakllay et al (2010),
2), in a masterr’s thesis in th
he Netherlands,,
Bhatttacharya (2012
largeely confirmed the
t previous fiindings. Bhattaacharya workedd
with OSM but his reference set was the Netherlandss
topographic map TOP10NL,
T
whiich is considerred both usefull
ween scales off 1:5,000 and 1:25,000. Hee
and accurate betw
conccluded; automaatic matching was possible; completenesss
varieed from 70% to
o 102% (presum
mably more deetail in OSM?);;
and building data completeness
c
vvaried from 89% to 97%. Hee
nd the general quality of O
OSM was quite good wheree
foun
comp
pleteness was high, and in aagreement with
h Haklay, thatt
comp
pleteness was th
he most significcant quality facctor.
Kouk
koletsos et al (2
2012) performed
ed similar experriments to thosee
donee by Haklay, using OSM and IITN for rural an
nd urban areas..
In th
his later articlee, a rather moore developed feature basedd
multti-stage automaated process w
was used to match ITN withh
OSM
M roads. Similar to the cells inn Figure 46 thee data sets weree
split into small 1km
m block areas, sso that compariison and resultss
weree localised. Roaad entities, withh feature tags off name and typee
weree matched using a combinatioon of geometriic and attributee
constraints. Results were promisinng in that for urrban areas 93%
%
of IT
TN roads could
d be matched w
with OSM road
ds, and 81% off
OSM
M roads with ITN. As beforee, in the rural areas matchess
weree much poorer: 60% of ITN matched OSM
M, but 88% off
OSM
M matched ITN
N. Matching errrors were smalll, between 2%
%
(urbaan) and less th
han 4% (rural)). The reason for the matchh
perceentage being different,
d
and dependent on the positionall
orderr of matcher an
nd matchee, is because the ab
bsolute quantityy
of ro
oads in ITN an
nd OSM were not the same (more OSM inn
town
n [20,734km v 18,368km], moore ITN in coun
ntry [2,936km v

Average positioonal accuracy leevels for 1km rooad
Figure 46: A
blocks, calcuulated for node points, comparring OSM with OS
Meeridian 2 data. See
S Haklay et al
a (2010).
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1,953km]), annd some roads in
i both data setts were unmatcchable
as they simplly did not exisst in the other data set. Figuure 48
shows how thiis can happen.

gistered with O S and
Figure 48: Google backgrounnd, not quite reg
OSM data. O
OSM has extra data in this partticular area. Taaken
from Koukooletsos et al (2012).
M commission data is when OSM
What Koukoleetsos calls OSM
has surveyed something that the OS does not
n yet have onn their
publicly availaable mapping. New
N estates and
d areas of rebuiilding
might be exam
mples of this kind of extra maap data over thhe OS
reference set. Similarly therre are cases of OS commisssioned
data not founnd in OSM, annd sometimes just plain erroors in
either.

ure 50: OS (top
p) and OSM (boottom) data for the same area,
Figu
in
ncluding schem
ma information, from Du et al (2011). Note
attrribute type and name
n
can be dif
ifferent. The red
d OSM airport
road is sele
lected.
Onto
ologies by them
mselves were nnot adequate to
o infer conceptt
simillarity and overrlap. Du consiidered a probaabilistic featuree
matcching approach (Figure 50) to ttry to circumveent the problem
m
of nu
ulls in OSM atttribute fields annd feature type dissimilarities..
Geom
metric error, network connnections, and feature typee
matcching were used
d to assign a prrobability to a match betweenn
specific pairs of OS
S and OSM roadd data. A thresh
hold probabilityy
mination if a match
m
had beenn
levell could then bee used to determ
foun
nd. The output from
f
the open ssource based so
oftware – QGIS
S
– fou
und 111 match
hes in OSM oout of 116 road
ds in OS ITN..
Failu
ures were due to very differeent topologicall structures forr
specific road conneections, but thhe success rate was still overr
90%. Du concluded
d that greater suuccess required more completee
(metta)data to allow
w better ontologgy matching. Although
A
usingg
an on
ntological appro
oach, no formal
al ontologies weere generated.

Anand et al ((2010) used sim
milar methods to try to matcch OS
with feature rich informal OSM,
O
and to keeep the best of both.
They concludeed that simple geometric matcching was not ggoing
to be sufficiennt and that, agreeeing with Kou
ukoletsos (20122), the
feature type innformation was going to be verry important, booth in
matching and enriching the data. Introducttion of internat
ational
standards has meant that meetadata are now
w specified and quite
likely to be preesent in most VGI
V data sets.
Figure 49: Piieces of the OS and OSM scheemas showing ssome

c
workk on automateed merging off
Du et al (2012) continued
geospatial ontologiies by first coonverting inpu
ut data sets too
ontologies, and then
n merging thesee structures into
o a new flexiblee
geospatial ontology
y that could bbe checked an
nd modified too
ensu
ure consistency
y. The OWL 2 Web Ontollogy Languagee
(OW
WL 2, W3C [2
2009]), developped as one of the standardd
form
mats to facilitatee information ssharing and inttegration, is ann
OGC
C W3C standarrd web ontologgy language. It was used in a
Java implementatio
on for Du’s exaample to integrate road vectorr
data from disparatee sources. The authors developed algorithmss
to trranslate, mergee, amend and regenerate geo
ometries. Visitt
http://sourceforge.n
net/projects/geooontomerging/files/ to fetchh
the (open)
(
source code.
c
Rather dissappointingly the output from
m
105 test road match
hes drawn from
m OS and OSM
M data sets onlyy
prod
duced 92 new geeometries, abouut 85% of the in
nput, comparedd
with around 90% in the previous paper. This is not to say thee
hod has insuffiicient worth too be continued
d; rather that itt
meth
need
ds further work to refine the pprocess of linkiing informationn
and in solving prob
blems of inconnsistency during
g the matchingg
process. The princip
ple is good and the goal is possible.

of the similar
arities and differrences, both in terminology annd in
pposition. From Al-Bakri et al (2012).
(
Al-Bakri et al (2012) suggestt ways of similaarity matching bbased
s
a very ppartial
on XML scheema, as in Figuure 49, which shows
view of both schemas for OS
O MasterMap and for OSM. Note
OS is Footway in OSM and occurs
o
at a diff
fferent
that Path in O
level. Similarlly Rail, though the same term
m in both schem
mas, is
at different levvels. This makees calculation of
o similarity maatches
quite awkwardd. Neverthelesss, there should be some beneffits to
be gained from
m trying to maatch schemas! Du
D et al (2011)) used
OS ITN and O
OSM roads to seee if an ontolog
gical approach w
would
perform betterr than a purely geometric
g
one to
t road matchinng.
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Are VGI contributors ever going to desire to exploit fully the
geospatial standards available; or indeed to have any interest in
them? How far can loose knit organisations like OSM impose
structure and completeness on their members; and, should they?
The evidence from this review would suggest that the majority
of the work is done by competent committed people who do try
to produce completed maps, with full attribute sets, and careful
editing. They may be unpaid, but they appear to be anything but
uncaring! And, they are fast. There seems to be no question that
timely update of features that interest them is a major strength
of the VGI mapping process.

two axes: one from authoritarian to volunteered, which might be
called a power axis, where many (people, volunteers)
individually have little power, but a few (organisations, national
mapping) have considerable authority but also considerable
constraint on their actions. The other axis is one of capability:
where full capability is exhibited by volunteers in the form of
mashups developed for a disaster mapping site perhaps, using
open source software, considerable ingenuity and a large user
base; and the other end of the same axis would, amongst other
consist of internet surfers viewing contributed maps. The
national mapping agency lies to the right in the diagram,
including both the highly trained surveyor in the field
influencing changes in a map, and in the constrained and limited
corner print shop, where the map is printed correctly, or perhaps
not.

The numbers of VGI participants who are involved in any
particular project can be absolutely staggering, even if the
distribution of effort means only relatively few do most; a few
thousand or so perhaps? Raymond (2001) discusses what he
calls Linus’ Law (Linus Torvald, of Linux). He says in the
Cathedral and the Bazaar (pp14-18): “Given enough eyeballs,
all bugs are shallow.” In open source developments, many
programmers are involved in the development, scrutiny, and
testing the code, so software becomes increasingly better
without formal quality assurance procedures. In mapping,
perhaps this can be translated into the number of enthusiastic
contributors that work on a given theme in a given area (Haklay
et al, 2010).

Grira considered there were three gaps threatening the success
of volunteered efforts in relation to institutions:
− A normative gap – the difference between quality expected
by end users and quality standards developed by
organisations, for instance ISO 19115 on metadata
compliance. Very, very few volunteers will have looked at,
let alone read and understood the specification.
− A technological gap – GIS or map servers provide
geographic information; it may well be an uphill struggle
for users (or volunteers) to upload feedback and comments
about data quality. In the age of VGI, institutions that
supply mapping will need to reconsider their role in
relation to users.
− A cognitive gap – volunteers need to be able to use less
static types of metadata, and introduce their own
terminology. At the same time producers must realise that
user perception of the meaning of quality is often confused
with that of accuracy (see section on trust later in this
paper).

Most bazaar dwellers (including most of us, dear friends) are
either not aware or at most partially aware of the standards we
are trying to implement, but the web software tries its best to
prod us into good behaviour, so no problem really? Will they
map the bits others can’t or don’t want to reach? Almost
certainly. Will they do things we, the supposed professionals
have not thought of? Oh yes, but not always for the best,
perhaps. Those rural areas are a real problem if one is thinking
of backing up a national mapping organisation with VGI help.
Volunteers are colourful and bumptious and the results a bit
prickly, but if their enthusiasm adds value – by no means
necessarily only or at all in monetary terms – and is reasonably
accurate, then why not?
Volunteers have a good editing record as seen in all the
community projects using OSM. Is VGI a major opportunity for
national mapping agencies? Yes!
6.2 Quality in VGI

Figure 52: From Cooper (2011). African based 2D VGI
taxonomy, and the advent of the crowdsourced SDI.
Cooper et al (2011) took a far more practical approach to the
problem of a 2D taxonomy of VGI, with one axis called
Determination of Specifications instead of Power, and the
other axis Type of Data instead of Capability, and the entries are
real web sites rather than theoretical activities, but the principles
of construction are the same.
Figure 51: from Grira et al (2009), volunteer freedom of
interaction compared with authoritarian constraint.

At the top right in Figure 52 is an as yet probably non-existent,
possibly national, perhaps international, crowdsourced SDI
where users contribute data according to tight specifications
from the SDI custodian, who would then subject the VGI to full
quality assurance processes. This concept has become a distinct
possibility as open source software platforms become both more

The relationship between the actors in mapping is illustrated on
a theoretical basis in Figure 51, taken from Grira et al (2009).
The graph in Figure 51 can be used to position the trends, tools,
products, and processes in geospatial activity. Grira invoked
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integrated and users more sophisticated. In the same quadrant
OSM can be found: a crowdsourced product but with less
draconian specifications. In the lower right quadrant are
regional or national point location databases for Points of
Interest, such as Precint Web, a South African crime mapping
site. The lower left quadrant contains sites which require
minimal custodial activity and contain location data – such as
the Google Panoramio site that holds photos for Google Earth,
without much location editing or content checking, and hence
fairly prone to error. The top left quadrant is effectively empty
as fundamental data sets (Base data) are very unlikely to be held
by and for an individual user.

of VGI than the agency. The former wants thematic accuracy
most of all with some, possibly mostly, topological regard for
locational consistency, whereas the agency tends to reverse this
order, or even insist on both. Goodchild (2009) considered
“uncertainty regarding the quality of user-generated content is
often cited as a major obstruction to its wider use”, and
considered that crowdsourcing ventures should always publish
assessments of quality. With the advent of the appropriate
trustworthy ISO standards perhaps this has now become
possible?
Stark (2010) tried an address matching method to asses
accuracy, quality and trust. The Swiss canton of Solothurn had
over 90,000 geocoded addresses acting as the reference set
based on national cadastral survey data. If people using an
address matching service are going to trust it then the address
location displayed must point reasonably closely to the mailbox
location on map or photo. Goodchild (2007) thought failure in
achieving good locational matches to be a major vulnerability to
acceptance of a VGI approach to generating location data.

National mapping agencies provide data of generally higher
quality than VGI output, as they have better trained staff, better
kit, they understand and are concerned about standards, and
survey is their job of work. But, national responsibility for
national coverage at a particular range of scales might result in
significant delays before they can update data in certain areas.
Most surveys keep a record of known changes that have
occurred on map sheets and hope to update the maps when these
changes have reached a specified threshold level. This requires
the agency both to notice change has taken place, presumably
by aerial photo survey or ground detection, and is quite costly.
If at the very least the public could be persuaded to form part of
the notification process, then VGI might be the best available
method to document changes when they happen and
simultaneously result in revision requests being submitted to the
relevant agency. A stage more helpful, but risky perhaps to the
fundamental SDI, would be VGI data gathering and mapping
initiatives, heading towards the fully crowdsourced SDI region
in Figure 52. Poor quality data might result from VGI, but it
might also be produced by commercial contractors. In all cases
– VGI, internal or contracted – systems are needed to check the
data quality, presumably to ISO 19157 and other standards. The
provision of metadata (to ISO 19115 standard?), peer pressure
and review should keep VGI contributors on the straight and
narrow. If it does not, then software tools are being developed
to assess the quality aspects of imported data and to ensure their
consistency with the national depository.
These tools are not yet fully functional (see previous sections in
this paper) but are showing promise in the research laboratory.
ISO 19158 on Quality Assurance of Data Supply (Jakobsson,
2011), now issued as a published standard (2012), is a major
attempt to ensure validation of data input to measurable quality
standards. The standard allows three different levels of
accreditation to be certified, and these would pass with the data
to all user generated output. It will be particularly useful for
assessing data transfer potential between countries for the
INSPIRE programme within Europe. Whether the ISO 19158
specification is framed sufficiently widely to be able to be used
to certify VGI data – even data as robust as OSM data seems to
be – is an interesting question. Yet this goal must be achieved if
VGI data is to enter the marble halls of NSDIs.

Figure 53: Part of canton of Solothurn, from Stark (2012). The
cadastral map at the top shows correct house locations. At the
bottom are the attempts by Google Maps, Bing and Yahoo!
Maps to locate addresses on an air photo background, with the
reference locations displayed.

Perhaps NSDIs should recognise levels of trustworthiness for
data, rather than set absolute standards? The question of how to
assign trustworthiness indicators to datasets that do not meet all
standards requirements and whether this might be a solution
where data is needed but better is not yet available, is
considered later in this paper.

Stark used Google Maps, Bing and Yahoo! Maps to locate the
addresses, and then compared these locations with the cadastral
survey derived information (see Figure 53). Over 95% of the
addresses were found for all three open WMS geocoders but the
locations given were quite suspect in some cases. Figure 53
demonstrates a particularly poor area, where Bing and Yahoo!

6.3 Trust in VGI
User trust is different in form from agency trust as the user has
different expectations and is concerned about different aspects
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Maps linearlyy interpolated address
a
location
ns along the c losest
road. Google tried harder annd was mostly correct for thiss area
probably becaause it used the cadastral surveey source. Figuure 54
shows the disttribution of locaation errors for the three system
ms.

he Queens side of East River aand are thus tag
gged incorrectlyy
on th
in teerms of having been taken in Manhattan. Keessler proposedd
solviing these probleems by: using a more sophisticcated gazetteer,,
using
g multiple gazeetteers from diffferent sources, evaluating thee
qualiity of user gen
nerated contentt – such as fro
om Flickr – byy
crosss checks, instaalling some loggical inference and similarityy
reaso
oning capability
y rather than a rigid feature type structure,,
and using
u
robust mechanisms to hharvest VGI wh
hile filtering outt
noisee from social web
w informationn. Kessler sugg
gests creating a
new form of gazetteeer which he caalls a NGGI (N
Next Generationn
Gazeetteer Infrastructure) for rresolving thesse issues andd
reinfforces the need mentioned by JJanowicz (2010
0) earlier in thiss
papeer for a Sem
mantic Enablem
ment Layer that
t
integratess
reaso
oning services known from thhe Semantic Web.
W
Since thenn
Brorring et al (2011) have demoonstrated a pro
oxy for OGC’ss
Sensor Observation
n Service (SOSS) to improve integration
i
andd
interr-linkage of observation data.

Figure 54 Disstribution of disstance errors in address locatioon for
the whole cannton. Error in metres
m
is shown along the horizzontal
axis; percenttage in each disttance category along vertical aaxis.
From Stark
S
(2010).
The modal disstance error for the entire canto
on data set is sm
mall –
perhaps less than 5m – annd roughly the same for all three
geolocators, bbut the distributions of error show
s
a very siimilar
pattern to thoose visible in the small example in Figurre 53.
Google Mapss error tail is very significantly supprressed
compared withh the other two..

6.4 Trust in Trafffic Lights?
Do users place reeliability in soources of info
ormation? Thiss
question is importtant as compossite maps com
me from manyy
sourcces and credib
bility is usuallly assumed to
o exist in thee
preseence on the maap of the inform
mation supplierr (Rieh, 2001)..
Thuss seeing the words
w
Ordnancee Survey inscriibed on a mapp
indiccates quality in
n the minds oof many. Idris et al (2011a,,
2011
1b, 2011c) trieed to test thiis assumption with the twoo
versiions of the samee (supposedly) disaster map in
n Figure 56.

s
as these is
i very damagiing in
The effect of mislocations such
terms of trust by the user poopulation. Onee might say thaat this
s
has no
ow improved; iit has,
was two yearss ago and the situation
but more exam
mples continue to crop up from
m other sourcess. One
of this paper’’s authors discovered his new
w (Nov 2012) car’s
navigation sysstem did not knnow the numbeer or location oof his
house, and onnly one of sixx houses (built between 18300 and
1975) on his cul-de-sac wass recognised; deefinitely a casee of a
user developinng a lack of trust!
t
Small faailures can havve big
consequences??
ocation problem
ms for
Kessler et al ((2009) investiggated similar lo
Flikr photos. An example is given in Figure 55. D
Digital
otprints, and feeature
gazetteers usee place names, geographic foo
types for nam
med geographiic places and are a fundam
mental
building blockk for spatial search engines.

Figure 56: from Idris et al (201 1a) Investigatio
on of trust, a
disaster response map
m for the Unniversity of Notttingham, with
two versions. At the top is onne with the Uniiversity of
Nottingham logo, and at the bottoom one made purportedly by
the unknown Sarah
S
Smith. Whhich is more tru
ustworthy?

Figure 55: K
Kessler et al (20009) Flickr geolo
ocation failure ttest.
Pink dotss show the varyying locations of photos taggedd
Maanhattan.
Photo locationn errors have beeen made in picking the correect set
of “Manhattann” photos becauuse they may haave been either taken
in, or of, Manhhattan, Some phhotos for example have been taken

hown to 208 ppeople and their reaction too
The maps were sh
N
map ggenerated a feeeling of extraa
crediibility noted. Neither
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authority or trrustworthiness on the basis of
o the producerr, but
over 90% of tthe respondentss said they werre influenced bby the
symbol type annd colouring ussed. Perhaps thee log boxes werre too
small to be eff
ffective? The map
m producer bo
ox influenced a third
of those survveyed. Oddly, there was no evidence that geoliteracy or ccartographic background
b
off those questtioned
influenced theeir decisions. Trust
T
does not, therefore, appeear to
reside in meere annotation.. A second test employed food
labelling technniques (Kelly et al, 2009) in
ntroduced to thee UK
and other counntries that invoolve developing
g a system of C
Colour
Coded Traffic Light (CCTL) symbols to indicate trustworthhiness
worthy (green) to low reliabillity or
from high reliiability or trustw
suspect (red). See figure 57.

i a very static definition, sureely change willl
stakeeholders. This is
occu
ur, and particulaarly change in uusers’ needs? With
W the rise off
VGI, mashups and
d general internnet mapping in
nterest, now iss
probably the time to
o revise the deffinition to meett new demands..
The user population can already make their ow
wn SDIs, usingg
The SDI Cookbook (Nebert, 2004)) or similar sou
urces, and havee
achieeved success to a large extent iin projects such
h as OSM.
7.1 Europe
The Europe Union INSPIRE proggramme is steaadily pressuringg
Euro
ope into generrating an interroperable colleection of SDIss
(http
p://inspire.jrc.ecc.europa.eu/). T
The project is trying to weldd
togetther all the disp
parate aspects oof 27 state’s sysstems to ensure,,
largeely by using op
pen standards pprotocols, and much
m
time andd
sweaat from participants, that interooperability is acchieved.

Figure 57: froom Idris et al (22011a). Traffic light indicationns of
quality, addedd to the maps inn Figure 55 to test viewers reacction
to authoritatiiveness of mash
hup.
The results weere convincing: participants were three times more
likely to identiify a high crediibility map mash up from the C
CCTL
labelling thann from a textuaal label indicating authority oof the
data. What rem
mains is to deteermine how to assess
a
accuratelly and
automatically the credibility of the data conttained within a map;
ystem such as C
CCTL
not a simple taask! But, withouut a labelling sy
the map readder might well believe the inaccuracy is fully
reliable; their jjudgement dom
minated by appeearance rather tthan a
structured quaality assessmennt of displayed
d metadata, iff they
could only findd them.

ure 58: INSPIRE
E’s institutionaal framework, frrom the Digital
Figu
Naational Framework, Implicationns of the INSPIIRE Directive
(2008)).
g
in Figure 58 of INSPIRE
E’s institutionall
A rough outline is given
fram
mework, withou
ut providing ddetail on the different statee
contrributions. It is well
w worth lookking at INSPIR
RE’s intentions..
It is worth noticing
g in Figure 58 tthat users are kept
k
outside thee
PIRE framework! This is prrobably merely
y diagrammaticc
INSP
licen
nce rather than being indicativve of an intenttion to excludee
userss at all levels? A great deal off effort in the European
E
Unionn
has gone into form
mulating INSPIIRE’s principlees of operationn
09). These priinciples are: data
d
should bee
(Owens et al (200
colleected once and
d maintained eeffectively; spaatial data from
m
diffeerent sources across
a
the EU will be seamlless; it will bee
shareed between maany users and aapplications, and spatial dataa
mustt be shared beetween all leveels of governm
ment. ELF, thee
Euro
opean Location Framework, (JJakobsson, 2012), encouragedd
into existence by IN
NSPIRE, is a pproject aimed at
a providing thee
base reference datta that the futture geospatiall services willl
pe wide contexxt, and is driv
ven by policiess
require in a Europ
deveeloped in INSPIRE, eGovernm
ment, and at th
he world level,,
GEO
OSS. The inten
ntion is to prrovide cadastraal, geo-locator,,
hydrrological, transp
port and buildinng data from 1::50K to 1:2.5M
M
to all users, and to support
s
withoutt duplication all European andd
raining stand high
h
in list off
global initiatives. People and tra
requirements for IN
NSPIRE. The traaining needs to be at all levelss
hat users as weell as researcheers and develo
opers can makee
so th
sensiible use of INSP
PIRE facilities.. An online enq
quiry run beforee
the publication off the Nationall Digital Fram
mework (2008))
show
wed a clear need
d for expanded geospatial dataa services.

There was an iinteresting resuult taken from a study of wheellchair
users of VGI and PGI byy Parker et al
a (2012). Maashups
combining VG
GI and PGI witth institutional data were percceived
to have higher quality and authority,
a
becau
use they were using
VGI. Yaari ett al (2011) founnd the same priinciple at workk with
users of Wikkipedia, and concluded that users assessedd the
content of info
formation by the hypothesis th
hat length equatted to
quality; not vvery reliable perhaps.
p
Parkerr’s wheelchair users
may have hadd good reasonn to be thankfu
ul for the VG
GI/PGI
enhancements to their route maps, and hence were predispposed
to value mixeed mashups with
w
contributed
d information more
highly, as thoose maps met their
t
needs more closely and were
probably up tto date. As Gooodchild (2008) said “perhapps the
most significaant area of geoospatial data qualities
q
for V
VGI is
currency, or thhe degree to whhich the databasse is up-to-datee.”

7

CR
ROWDSOURC
CE – NSDI INT
TERACTION

What is an NSDI? Most nattional mapping agencies thinkk they
n compared witth the
have one, butt I suspect theyy do not when
FGDC (2003)) definition quuoted in Wytzisk et al (20044): an
NSDI is “. . . the technologgies, policies, an
nd people neceessary
oughout all levvels of
to promote shharing of geosppatial data thro
government, the private and
a
non-profitt sectors, andd the
mmunity.” I am
m not sure thaat until recentlly the
academic com
sharing conceept at least hadd become prevaalent amongst N
NSDI

McD
Dougall (2010) was concernedd that users sh
hould drive thee
chan
nge from data silo to data nnetwork, and from
fr
top downn
policcies for SDI deevelopment to a state of con
nsiderable grasss
rootss development. Jackson et al (2009) quote Metcalfe’s
M
law,,
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illustrated in Figure 59, which states “th
he value of a telet the square oof the
communications network is proportional to
number of connnected users off the system”
(http://en.wikiipedia.org/wiki//Metcalfe%27s_
_law).

n
to rethink our foormal model of
o an SDI too
is necessary
accommodate VGI. Hennig et al (22011) list threee generations soo
far in
n the development of SDIs. Att this moment we
w are balancedd
on th
he edge of leaving Hennig’s 22nd generation SDI
S (Hennig ett
al, 2011), and prepaaring to move ffirmly into the 3rd generationn
6 A 2nd genneration instituttional SDI willl
versiion of Figure 60.
geneerally have a clear fixed frameework, but an SDI dominatedd
by VGI
V could be flluid, unconstraiined, and dynamic. Cooper ett
al (2
2011) say the strengths
s
of VG
GI include opeenness, market-orien
ntation and interaction betweenn its users and the
t weaknessess
inclu
ude variable quality and spatial patchin
ness of data..
Succcessful VGI coverage occurs mainly where the young andd
well--educated live, creating a diggital divide wiithin countries..
Poorrly developed metadata
m
is a pproblem as som
me contributorss
prefeer to remain anonymous,
a
as also is uncerttainty over thee
reliab
bility of the daata in comparisoon to official data.
d
Followingg
Henn
nig (2011) we would
w
agree thaat SDIs are evo
olving from thee
rigid
d traditional fram
mework towardds a mixed VGII model.

Metcalfe’s Law
w: connection beetween nodes inn a
Figure 59: M
telecommuniccation system rise with the square of the numbber of
009).
users, from Jaackson et al (20
works develop so the power to organise incrreases
As social netw
so that groupss such as GetUp
Up! in Australiaa (McDougall, 22010)
are exerting political influeence on goverrnment. Futuree SDI
models will vvery likely beccome user-driveen, or at least userpartnership thhrough VGI-PG
GI contribution
n, and challengge the
traditional govvernment drivenn agency roles.
VGI and PGI contributions have
h
been rising
g in all web fiellds of
activity. Jonees et al (20122) suggest the reasons to bee the
accessibility oof open source models to replace vendor sppecific
spatial softwarre and tools, annd the increased
d availability off geolocated inforrmation througgh relatively cheap, ubiquuitous
internet and G
GPS enabled deevices. Jackson
n et al (2011) stress
that in additioon to the foregooing, interoperaability standardds are
essential, not jjust at the NSD
DI level, but for all stages conccerned
with data gathhering, storage and retrieval. But
B the standarrds as
presently form
mulated do not fully
f
consider the
t activities off VGI
and PGI conntributors, andd will need extension
e
to allow
incorporation of crowdsouurced data and
d to accomm
modate
ware and netwaare.
rapidly changiing technologiees, both in hardw

gure 60: Enterin
ng the 3rd generration SDI, from
m Hennig et al
Fig
(20
011), and otherss, the future awa
waits, lay users will
w control it.
a presently baalanced on the edge of leaving
g Hennig’s 2ndd
We are
geneeration SDI (Hennig et al, 20011), and prep
paring to movee
firmlly into the 3rd generation
g
verssion. Big changes are possible,,
and probably
p
essential. Figure 60 shows where the
t biggest andd
mostt disruptive willl take place: thhe driving force will be userss
and particularly in
ndividuals – no
not the case att all now; thee
deveelopers will also include manyy users; the user domain willl
inclu
ude everyone; SDIs will be iintegrated with
h each other –
INSP
PIRE will hav
ve worked fullly; everybody will have GII
expeerience, even if only with a moobile phone.

Not only thesee changes will be
b needed, but the user comm
munity
will need to bbe let into thee INSPIRE diaagram in Figurre 58.
European natioonal mapping agencies
a
are weell aware of thee need
to discover hoow to incorporaate VGI crowdsourcing and ccitizen
participation (are they diffferent?) into NSDIs.
N
AGILE
E, the
Association oof Geographicc Information
n Laboratoriess for
Europe, recenntly announced internship projects in exactly these
subjects (http://agile.gis.geo..tu-dresden.de/w
web/), supporteed by
EuroSDR, AG
GILE, ESRI Eurrope, and the paarticipating Nat
ational
Mapping and Cadastral Agenncies; a good sttart! AGILE aree also
sponsoring a nnovel and unteested project to
o develop a loccation
based game aapp on an Andrroid to engender motivation iin the
crowdsourcingg of Geospatiaal Information and also to ssee if
game motivattion will providde higher accu
uracy and qualiity of
VGI. It will be interesting to see if thiss venture succceeds,
presumably ass an open source free app, and whether a gam
me can
improve the daata supply, quality and compleeteness.

So far
f this paper has
h considered mostly develop
ped economiess
that have had som
me form of SD
DI at the natiional level forr
decaades. Other economies freqquently do not
n
have welll
deveeloped institutio
ons or organisattion to create SD
DIs, or they aree
linkeed to industrial rather than ggovernmental activity. Manyy
coun
ntries still haave no geosppatial infrastru
ucture at thee
goveernment level. What
W
should thhese regions do
o to implementt
an SDI, should they
y so wish? Cam
mara et al (2006
6) discussed thee
blishment of an NSDI in Brrazil. Brazil haad no nationall
estab
mapp
ping agency ow
wing to its fedderal nature, and relied on a
collaaborative netwo
ork to adopt spaatial information technologies..
One of their main concerns was noot to be locked in
i through theirr
ogy. Presently ESRI and In
ntergraph havee
choicce of technolo

m
prograammes coupledd with
Increasing cossts of official mapping
the availabilityy of high volum
mes of quality and up-to-date VGI,
have led to thee integration off VGI into som
me SDIs. Thereffore it
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market shares of approaching 50% each, with minnows eating
the rest. Astoundingly ESRI in 2010 had 350,000 customers in
150 countries worldwide (Hahn, 2010). Brazil wanted to keep
all options open in a rapidly changing technological arena, and
opted to try to follow an open source route. Camara et al (2006)
considered that Open Source GIS software such as PostGIS,
MapServer and TerraLib could provide a base to develop SDI
independent of proprietary technology. Finney (2007), writing
about Australia came to the same view that where a NSDI did
not exist, or had possibly collapsed from its own weight, a
bottom up community based governance framework was likely
to work best. Both Camara and Finney concluded that an open
source SDI model, using VGI data collection could rapidly
build and expand the SDI installed base, and cut infrastructure
costs greatly. Both GIS and SDI are disruptive technologies and
require a new culture if they are to be used successfully. Camara
says Brazil could succeed precisely because it did not have a
government sponsored national mapping agency that would
have impeded progress. He wrote that the technical grass roots
approach of collaborative enterprise had worked well.

mapping revolution. But, of course, this was a double edged
sword as it generated platefuls of spaghetti that only a few years
later had to be restructured into meaningful topological
connected relationships. This they did; all credit to them, really
quite successfully. Then it became clear that digital data
products could and would be produced for use outside the OS
buildings, by suitably licenced users, and the rot started as the
government, particularly, thought it could make the OS
profitable, or at least not so costly, and insisted on charging for
all products on a fully commercial basis, more or less, with a
few sneaky exceptions here and there for academic research.
This was very short sighted in terms of the UK economy as a
whole as it stultified growth in mapping related activities, which
needed the stimulus of cheap (preferably free) map data. Taxes
for 200 years had, after all, paid for the data! Making a
comparison with what was happening in the USA might be
considered invidious, but it has to be made: data was being
supplied in the USA at the cost of supply, not at the cost of
survey, buildings, salaries, and all those other things
accountants like to add. This gave the digital mapping industry
in the USA a tremendous boost, and helped their economy
worldwide. The UK government finally understood the problem
with data supply costs being charged by the OS for nonspecialist services on 31st March 2010 when it announced it
was releasing, from 1st April (good choice that), a range of
Ordnance Survey data and products, free of charge, which
would be known collectively as OS OpenData.

7.2 UK - Ordnance Survey
As one of the oldest survey organisations in the world the OS
could be expected to be very traditional indeed, and slow to
change to any modern culture or technology. Oddly, this has not
been the case where it has had the freedom to develop its own
pathway. For instance the OS was in the vanguard of the digital
Project
PROJ.4 [Cart Proj Lib]
GDAL [Geom Trans Toolkit]
Feature [Geospatial Man & An]
MapGuide [Authoring Studio]
Apache [Webserver]
MapGuide [GIS]
Total Costs for MapGuide suite

Lines of Code
31,839
690,591
1,090,459
371,775
685,354
377,020
3,247,038

Cost
£262,788
£6,648,018
£10,589,500
£3,384,821
£6,426,319
£3,491,533
£30,802,979

Person Yrs
8
190
303
97
184
100
882

License
MIT
MIT
LGPL3
LGPL3
Apache2
LGPL3

Figure 61: Bray (2010), open source software development costs; free when using OS OpenData
considerations can be divided into questions about data quality
and ones about volunteer quality.

At last the UK had caught up with best practice in many other
countries. Bray (2010), speaking at an AGI meeting just after
the announcement, showed the slide in Figure 61, outlining the
way that any group, industrial, community, political, could now
not only gain access to excellent open source software but also
now had the data to go with it, from the OS, mostly free and
downloadable online. The OS was also, very sensibly, taking a
leaf out of the open source movement and using the new
OpenData licence that was quite remarkably similar to the
ubiquitous Creative Commons licences on the web. The OS
supports a number of research projects concerned with
community mapping and assessment of VGI possibilities - and
may well be about to become one of Hennig’s 3rd generation
SDIs.

Data accuracy and quality are certainly fundamental to their
thinking, but linked to these are questions of whether the
appropriate facilities are available for web based collection, and
are those systems well suited for use by the USGS? Initial
responses are favourable in terms of the systems as they have
the OSM model to investigate and the results “look promising”.
Systems for enabling VGI collection of data and submission to
the USGS still need a cost-benefit analysis to determine whether
it would be economic.
In the case of the volunteers themselves the USGS is trying to
determine the type of tasks best suited to VGI collection and
how verification of submitted data sets can best be made. Also
they have some worries about malicious data entry. Will VGI
groups simply fade away after initial enthusiasm? The
prevailing thought is not, judging by the Wikipedia and OSM
models; the small-percentage-but-large-number hard core will
remain. As with Europe’s trials of AGILE internships the USGS
is trying to discover what motivates VGI contributors and how
to provide incentives, and of course, how to fit the square VGI
peg into the round smooth PGI hole.

7.3 USA – USGS
The USGS in the USA managed to avoid the copyright,
licensing and cost issues that have bedevilled some other
countries, and are now moving rapidly towards incorporating
OSM data into their National Map project (Wolf et al, 2011; see
also the USGS VGI Workshop , 2010, at USGS VGI Workshop
(2010, http://cegis.usgs.gov/vgi/index.html). They are, however,
looking the gift horse in the mouth quite carefully and
considering all the questions and issues that have been raised in
this review paper by the venerable mapping academy. Their
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Recently the USG has started volunteer map data collection as a
pilot for selected buildings and structure features in Colorado
(USGS, 2011). You can sign up on The National Map web site
at
http://nationalmap.gov/TheNationalMapCorps/index.html.
They suggest current National Map Corps volunteers, the
OpenStreetMap community, GIS Clubs, university students in
cartography and geography, K-12 students, volunteer fire
departments, and 4-H clubs would be appropriate groups, but all
comers are welcome. The web site says:
“We are looking for people like you to work with us to
collect Structures for the USGS. The data you collect
during this project will be loaded into The National Map .
If you have access to the Internet and are willing to
dedicate some time to editing map data, we hope you will
consider participating!”
This appears to be a case of “Your country needs YOU!”

8

willing to contribute, believing in copyleft rather than copyright
and in bottom up strategies.
So, there has been a change in people’s attitudes, led and
augmented by technology change, and this has may lead to a
change in mapping agency provision. The development of third
generation SDI will be increasingly driven by users according to
Hennig (2011), McDougall (2010) and many others. Future
NSDIs may find themselves outwith the government sphere or
at least with feet in many disparate camps. This will introduce
higher levels of complexity than presently found in current SDI
models.
National mapping agencies are presently trying to determine
how best to engage with the VGI mapping movement, but are
sensibly cautious in their approach. Many have opened at least
part of their map databases to free public download and are
considering what other moves to make. There are at least four
problematic areas: VGI contributors and their data, SDIs and
their structures, Combined VGI/SDI collaborative output and its
reliability and its freedom to be accessed, and the minefield of
developments over time and 3D space.

CONCLUSIONS

The success of OpenStreetMap as a concept has been
astounding. In countries where well established national survey
organisations already existed and basic scale maps were
available to all, there has been a grass roots movement to
resurvey, map and update the results in a such an enthusiastic
manner as could never have been predicted a decade ago. Why
should this be? There are many reasons. Partly it has occurred
because national mapping outputs were relatively expensive and
not available to the public in flexible digital form, partly
because in some cases it was rather out of date, and in others
because the national agencies were, for a variety of reasons, not
able to respond adequately to the update and thematic mapping
requirements of the population.

8.1 VGI contributors and their data
There is a vast data collecting resource out there in the wild.
The difficulty from the mapping agency viewpoint is what
motivates the contributors and how far their data can be trusted,
both in terms of accuracy and probity. It would appear from the
literature that volunteers have proved almost uniformly
altruistic, dedicated and competent. Those organisations who
have tried using contributors have chosen to put in place
sensibly formatted training pages on their web sites, and in
general have had good results with the data collected. The
overview functions and myriad sets of editing eyes tend to
remove any problems as fast as they appear. Reports from
disaster relief sites quote good VGI work and – possibly the
acid test – they indicate they intend to use VGI again.

At the same time as these agency problems were at their height,
the core technology of GPS appeared on the market in a
handheld relatively cheap and accurate form, allowing
navigation by car, on foot, with breadcrumb trails and
waypoints to download. Then, on the heels of this revolution,
President Clinton in 2000 turned off selective availability so
that GPS receiver accuracy improved tenfold, allowing the
untrained volunteer to use the receivers for somewhat accurate
survey, no worse than ±10m and effectively less than ±4m in
most situations; reasonably adequate for map making from
national to perhaps 1:10,000. This led to general public interest
groups doing their own survey work, but needing a map base on
which to plot the results. Yahoo! In 2002 started a mapping
service. OSM, founded in 2004, enabled the intrepid to make
their GPS field surveys into maps, and in 2005 Google Maps
was started. These commercial web services, and OSM, have
since formed the basis of innumerable mashups and thematic
community projects.

Wikipedia is the hoary, but none the less excellent, example of a
successful largely self-editing VGI data set. OSM is a similar
younger but increasingly massive sibling. All these VGI
enterprises have developed some form of administration as they
have become larger, but they still maintain flexibility and can
adapt to changing wishes of their VGI population, both in
dealing with new data and in their structures. This is what
mapping agencies would like to achieve, without relinquishing
overt control of all aspects of the mapping process. VGI
contributors jump straight in and get their feet wet, hoping not
to drown; PGI contributors look for piranhas first; mapping
agencies tend to dam the river and drain the lakes. All these
methods work, but some cost more and take longer to react to
necessity than others. But there is no question that VGI reacts
quickly, and usually remarkably effectively.

Then mobile phones were introduced with inbuilt positioning
that completely democratised the GPS technology, and apps to
go with them to provide the software base to replace mapping
skills the untrained community operators did not possess. The
stage was then set for the growth of crowdsourced community
VGI participation in a diverse range of projects, some of which
were map related, and OSM flourished. According to Casey
(2010) technological change has made the (younger) public into
the Download Generation, and their values have changed from
their forebears. He envisions a typical member as being:
community minded, online, sharing, willing to do research,
wanting quick results, loving technology but not institutions,

VGI contributors have a special place of honour in timely
update situations, where volunteers, placed locally, can gather
reliable information – for instance disaster data and mapping –
far faster than by any other method. VGI needs additional
information to function properly, possibly imagery, and may
need training, but the pool of volunteers is worldwide, huge,
self-selecting, and usually well educated. Contributors to longer
term projects such as yearly animal surveys or map surveys tend
to form a hard core of volunteers that is both trained and
competent, at low cost to the hosting organisation. When the
number of volunteers is high and the time scale is not
immediate repetitive checks can be made to ensure data quality.
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The volunteers have been creating their thematic maps using
available web servers to provide topographical map layers,
partly as they have not had access to online base maps, and
partly because they do not have the skill, opportunity, or
financial support to set up their own open source map servers.
In any case, to set up hardware and software for an ephemeral
activity such as a particular short term community project might
well be considered severe and unnecessary duplication; better
by far to use space and time on someone else’s platform unless
the community needs and decides to repeat its activity
frequently.

would produce combined digital data for distribution, or
possibly combined map products. The occasion when this is
most likely to be useful is for instance when, in a previously
mapped region already surveyed by the national organisation,
OSM community surveyors are able to remap an area due for
update owing to accumulating changes, but which for financial
or technical reasons has not yet been (re)surveyed by the
professionals. A digital data set or printed map showing the
combined and merged NSDI and OSM surveys would be
invaluable. Alternatively, in nation states where no cohesive
national survey exists, such as in the Brazil example discussed
earlier, VGI and the national institutions should work hand in
hand to achieve good first mapping, available to all, at low cost.

8.2 The Future of NSDIs
The national mapping NSDI is a wonderful resource that must
not be compromised by forcing it to integrate VGI projects fully
and seamlessly into its structures. NSDIs in Europe are
reaching, as with the EU member countries, “an ever closer
union” under the guidance of the INSPIRE directive. This is
both integration and interoperability, and is slowly being
achieved, subject to full investigations of the standards needed
and the implications of the data sharing that results.
Incorporation of the VGI community or international projects
into NSDIs surely operates under the same principles? The
practice will be more difficult and definitely more complex in
that the NSDIs will have to manage all the incompatibilities
between their rigorous ISO/OGC standards and the unknowns
represented by OSM-like or other VGI community project, and
yet maintain flexibility to change as circumstances and
technology demand.

A problem to overcome is the delineation on the map of quality
and accuracy, as the VGI set would be very unlikely to meet all
the standards that the NSDI could pass. However, this is not an
argument for not making the update, merely one for labelling
both data sets according to their properties. Printed national map
sheets presently indicate revision dates and carry accuracy
statements, either explicitly printed on the sheet or implicitly in
occasionally accompanying documentation. The same could be
done for the combined information present in a digital data set,
together with a revision diagram. How quality is determined is
largely a statistical and methodological problem; many
approaches have been listed earlier. How the result of the
quality determination might be displayed leads back to
consideration of the Colour Coded Traffic Light method
considered earlier and any others thought useful; they must be
simple, easily applied and understood. Any quality indicator
must be immediately visible to the map reader, easily
comprehended by the population at large, and be eye-catching
but not intrusive. The CCTL scheme would probably meet these
criteria quite well, but has the disadvantage of being a single
statement and thus very coarse. But a similar approach could be
taken to the presently existing standard map update and
revision diagrams by colour coding different areas of them
according to accuracy and quality statements?

It has to be understood by everyone that VGI data probably will
have grown organically, will not have adequate metadata
entries, will not meet many of the required international
standards; but it is there and presumably valuable to a large
section of the tax paying population, and can only benefit from
being accessible and even possibly hosted by an NSDI. It will
need massaging into interoperability with the NSDI contents,
and it will need checking so that accuracy and quality
statements can be attached to it by the NSDI. This will require
the NSDI to comprehend as automatically as possible the
contents of the VGI data sets, which will mean some form of
semantic ontological matching of terms. Certainly a programme
of volunteer education in relation to metadata completion would
be invaluable to make this process go as smoothly as possible.
This greater flexibility in dealing with incoming dirty data
might also mean revisiting some of the standards presently in
use to see how they might be modified to help carry out this
integration.

A final determinant in the decision as to whether to merge
products might be related to the question of licencing, cost, and
copyright. Some NSDIs still charge for their mapping on the
basis of economic cost plus a percentage, rather than assume the
cost is solely the cost of production to the user; zero in the case
of internet web site download. VGI contributors and the public
certainly expect not to pay for VGI mapping data! Similarly,
copyright becomes an issue. A copyleft licence would have to
be introduced, as has been done already by a number of NSDIs
with their own products. All these problems are, given the will,
surmountable.

A reasonable question is whether NSDIs should integrate the
“wild” data sets or whether they should operate in the same
manner as INSPIRE suggests by providing interoperability and
discovery rather than repository status. The latter might be full
of problems? On the other hand it could be argued that hosting
these community projects would be a very useful national
digital age activity, and that they might flourish better inside the
tent where they could be advised by experts, rather than outside
without support.

8.4 Technology and the Next Dimension
GPS, crowdsourcing, internet, social networks, and mobile
services are all new technology factors in the last 20 years. They
are what Jackson (2012) called “perturbations” and “disruptive”
and cause a paradigm shift in both technical and personal
action. Before this shift there was no VGI mapping; now it is
everywhere. When there has been an earthquake or lightning
has struck there is a tendency to think there will not be another;
but this is not true. Similarly, fast technical change is
unexpected and difficult to predict other than by trying to
forecast from the present, in a manner that weather forecasters
call “nowcasting”:

8.3 Merged NSDI and VGI Products
Assuming national agencies do combine forces to an extent with
VGI contributors then the question arises as to whether they
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8.4.1
Location Based Services: are expanding rapidly as
the mobile phone computer platform becomes more powerful,
has more apps, and is now completely accepted by the public.
This should enable not only GPS tracks to be collected by VGI,
but much required metadata as well, thereby removing one of
the obstacles from the path of integration with an NSDI. Very
timely updating will then be a certainty by crowdsourcing. As
all mobile devices also know the time it should prove simple to
maintain version records.

8.4.3
Disruptive Perturbation: Expect the next scientific
and technological earthquake to be unpredictable, soon, and
then react quickly to it!
This paper has deliberately been a review, not a research article
with new findings. It has attempted to provide an overview of
VGI, what VGI’s proponents do now, where it might be going,
and lastly how researchers think it might be integrated
successfully and supportively into the NSDI base of a national
mapping strategy. Possibly, when the amateurs storm the temple
the result will be less a marriage of convenience than a marriage
of necessity!

8.4.2
Indoor Mapping: has been a little explored frontier.
Architects have drawings, and surveyors have maps, but rarely
have the former ventured out of doors, or the latter indoors. This
has probably been a technological issue as much as anything
else. Now that Google has started moving from streets to
interiors there will be a strong desire amongst the VGI
population towards linking the two, for novelty and challenge.
A major problem is technological as there are presently only a
few devices, equivalent to GPS, which can be used to geolocate
the interiors of buildings in 3D; the 3-axis accelerometer GPhone or iPod/Phone (Xuan, 2012) are two of them, but many
more will, rapidly no doubt, be appearing. There are VGI
enthusiasts already using these devices to conduct indoor
surveys and to model 3D buildings to a LoD4 photorealistic
level, which they can then load into the OSM landscape.

9.
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